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ABSTRACT 

Argentina was ruled by a military dictatorship from 

197 6-1983, and underwent a period of intense political 

repression. This dissertation examines how three Argentine 

women writers - Edna Pozzi, Martha Gavensky, and Matilde 

Sanchez - approach the problem of reconstructing history in 

the aftermath of the military dictatorship from both a 

feminine and feminist perspective. Three novels published 

after the return to democratic rule are analyzed: El lento 

rostro de la inocencia (1983) by Edna Pozzi, Martin o el 

Juego de la Oca (1986) by Martha Gavensky, and El Dock 

(1993) by Matilde S^chez. The purpose of this research is 

to show how these works, framed as investigative narratives 

constructed around female absence, constitute gendered 

histories of the Proceso de Reorganizacion Nacional 

(Proceso) and the "Dirty War". The conspicuous absence of 

the central female subject in these novels evokes multiple 

levels of silence and absenting of the feminine in 

patriarchal society and the authoritarian state. It is 

suggested that these endeavor to reinscribe a multiplicity 

of female experiences into national history, writing 

against the masculinist historical tradition that has 

systematically "disappeared" the feminine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

RESTORING PRESENCE, RECONSTRUCTING HISTORY: INVESTIGATIVE 
NARRATIVES BY ARGENTINE WOMEN WRITERS 

I.Memory as Resistance 

. ..ni el diablo sabe que es lo 
que ha de recordar la gente, ni 
per que. En realidad, sien^re he 
pensado que no hay memoria 
colectiva, lo que quiza sea una 
forma de defensa de la especie 
humana. 
--Ernesto S^ato, El tunel 

These prescient lines pronounced by the infamous 

protagonist of Ernesto Sabato's 1948 novel address one of 

the central questions facing contemporary Argentine culture: 

how to reconstruct memory and national history in a country 

where for years denial and suppression of the truth have 

been official policy, and where many simply prefer not to 

know. Sabato himself would play a key role in restoring the 

historical record after the 1976-1983 dictatorship by 

chairing the Argentine National Commission on the 

Disappeared (CONADEP), whose report Nunca Mas documented the 

human rights abuses of the Junta so that they might not fade 

from the collective memory. Many other Argentine authors 

have been involved in the effort against selective amnesia, 

using their craft as a means of resistance to state terror 

and cultural dictatorship. This dissertation will examine 

how three Argentine women writers - Edna Pozzi, Martha 

Gavensky, and Matilde Sanchez - approach the problem of 
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reconstructing history in the aftermath of the dictatorship, 

from both a feminine and feminist perspective. 

For this study, three novels published in Argentina 

after the return to democratic rule have been selected: El 

lento rostro de la inocencia (1983) by Edna Pozzi, Martin o 

el Juego de la Oca (1986) by Martha Gavensky, and El Dock 

(1993) by Matilde S^chez. The purpose of this research is 

to show how these works, framed as investigative narratives 

constructed around female absence, constitute gendered 

histories of the "Dirty War". We will analyze how the 

conspicuous absence of the central female siibject (through 

death, imprisonment or exile) in these novels evokes 

multiple levels of silence and disappearance in the 

patriarchal, authoritarian state. It will be suggested that 

these novelists endeavor to reinscribe a multiplicity of 

female experiences into national history. 

In recent years a sizable corpus of work on female 

authors writing under authoritarian regimes in Argentina and 

the Southern Cone in general has been compiled. Yet, closer 

examination of the critical literature reveals its very 

narrow focus. First, studies that purport to consider all 

literature produced in the dictatorship period tend to 

systematically exclude or at best under represent women 
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writers.^ As a consequence, a select "female canon* made up 

of well-known writers has emerged- This female Ceuion is 

partly a natural result of the exclusion of women writers 

from the larger literary landscape, and partly response to 

the academic market, which is not immune to the cult of 

celebrity. Speaking of the latter phenomenon, David William 

Foster has noted that "within the limitations of what can be 

taught in American programs of study, there is a 

disproportionate emphasis on only a few big names" (Foster 

108). The combination of exclusion and overspecialization 

has inhibited the study of literary production by lesser-

known female authors, especially those whose works have not 

been translated into English. This dissertation, by focusing 

of three lesser-known writers, seeks to address the need for 

more comprehensive study of women writing their experience 

of dictatorship. 

It would be naive to suggest that every recent 

Argentine novel by a woman writer be characterized as 

feminist or progressive in terms of the gender ideology that 

undergirds the text. Female-authored texts may reproduce and 

perpetuate -intentionally or not- conservative gender 

stereotypes and ideology just as clearly as male-authored 

'For example, Argentine critic Andres Avellaneda, in a study 
of narrative of the 1980's, includes 79 novelists, of these 
only 16 are women, or about 20%. And m.any important female 
writers (Marta Lynch, Syvia Molloy) are absent. Avellaneda's 
work appears fairly typical in its androcentric bias. 
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texts. Although less progressive texts may challenge 

feminist political sensibilities, there is much to be 

learned from studying them. Such works remind us of the 

continuing need to read critically where gender is 

concerned, being particularly attentive to the way that 

cultural arquetypes cuid literary conventions tend to 

reinforce traditional gender mythology. Careful readings of 

such texts often reveal ''blind spots" that signal areas of 

persistent ideological dissonance or ambivalence around 

gender. 

The first text that will be considered is Edna Pozzi's 

1983 novel. El lento rostro de la inocencia. At the center 

of the narration is the incestuous relationship between a 

brother and sister, and the brother's obsession v/ith 

avenging her death at the hands of the military. A key 

element of Pozzi's text is the juxtaposition of distinct 

voices and perspectives to achieve a polyvalent discourse. 

Martha Gavensky's ambitious work Martin o el Juego de la Oca 

(1986) shares many thematic and narrative elements with 

Pozzi's novel. The novel deals with the disappearance of a 

female psychiatrist who had become sexually involved with 

her patient, a man with ties to the military government. 

Gavensky uses sexual perversion as a metaphor for another 

"unspeakable" phenomenon: political violence. Written some 

ten years later, the novel El Dock by Matilde Sanchez 
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explores a female friendship interrupted by violence. After 

her friend dies participating in a leftist guerrilla attack, 

the female narrator is forced to take in the dead woman's 

son. A retreat to the seaside with the boy and her lover is 

the occasion for the narrator's questioning of her friend's 

past and ultimately her own future. Sanchez's novel explores 

the processes of therapeutic remembering and forgetting in 

the Argentine context, eind looks beyond the present toward 

what Norbert Lechner calls the "transcendent horizon" - the 

vision of a possible collective future, 

II. Introduction to Contemporary Argentine Politics: 
Intransigence, Instability, and Intervention 

Our primary focus is on the period of the 1976-1983 

military dictatorship, also referred to as '^el Proceso" , an 

abbreviation of "Proceso de Reorganizacion Nacional" 

("Process of National Reorganization"); the three novels 

selected for study are set during or immediately after the 

Proceso. Nevertheless, some feimiliarity with Argentine 

political history is essential to understanding the 1976-

1983 dictatorship and the texts that contest it. Even a 

cursory overview of major political developments in 

twentieth century Argentina provides us with much insight 

into the institutional and attitudinal factors that gave 

rise to the "Guerra Sucia", or Dirty War. Later, we will 

examine the Proceso period (ideology, methodology and impact 
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of society) in detail, and finally, consider the genderic 

aspects of state formation and military rule. 

Many scholars have identified political instability, 

violence and military intejrventionism as the defining themes 

of twentieth-century Argentine politics. Yet as Donald C. 

Hodges, author of Argentina's "Dirty War": An Intellectual 

Biography notes, early in this century Argentina was a 

promising democracy and a world economic power. Hodges 

considers "the Argentine question" as framed by presidential 

candidate Raul Alfonsin - "why Argentina, a rich and 

democratic nation in the 1920s, reverted to a process that 

moved it toward underdevelopment, authoritarianism, and 

violence" - as crucial to understanding the longstanding 

problems that created the environment for the Proceso, 

problems that the Proceso in turn perpetuated. (1) 

For Argentina, political stability has been elusive. Of 

nine elected governments between 1928 and 1983, only two 

completed their terms in office, and those two were headed 

by generals. There were military coups in 1930, 1943, 1955, 

1966, and 1976. When Carlos Saul Menem took office in 1989, 

it represented the first case of orderly succession of one 

elected head of state by another in sixty-one years (Hodges 

8-9). A number of factors - economic, structural, and social 

- help explain why political instability has been the rule. 
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Part of the answer lies in the decline of Argentina's 

economic status over the past seven decades, and the 

resulting social xinrest brought to bear on a fragile 

political system. Counted among the top five nations in per 

capita income in the world in the 1920s, Argentina ramked 

40th in the world in 1980 (Hodges 3) - Then came the Great 

Depression of 1929, which was catastrophic for all of Latin 

America. During World War II Argentina experienced an 

economic boom (due to expanded access to export markets 

normally served by European nations) that created rising 

expectations in the working and middle classes. Those 

expectations were frustrated when trade dropped off in the 

postwar years. The Peron regime's protectionist trade and 

labor policies were unsuccessful in reversing the downward 

trend, as were the austerity programs of the governments 

that followed. In short, neither civilian nor military 

governments' economic policies have provided sustainable 

economic growth (Hodges 2-8). Political instability has 

therefore been the complement to economic instability, as 

Argentina's immature democratic institutions have failed to 

respond adequately to the social pressures resulting from 

economic distress. 

Equally important as economics in explaining political 

instability is the role of political culture. Some social 

scientists assert that independence from Spain did not free 
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Spanish American nations from archaic colonial institutions, 

which are antithetical to participatory democracy. 

Margaurite Feitlowitz's view is telling: 

For all its sophistication, the deep structures of 

Argentine society are feudal. The traditional 

triangle consists of the landowning "oligarchy", 

the Catholic Church, and the military, which was 

modeled on the Praetorian Guard...Argentina has 

shown discomfort with the essential untidyness of 

democracy. (5) 

This hierarchical social structure belies a facade of 

modernization. Thus, there is deep resistance within certain 

sectors to challenges to the traditional order. In moments 

of great social and economic stress the oligarchy. Church, 

and military have joined forces to protect their privileged 

status against perceived threats, be they economic or 

ideological. 

Another legacy of Spanish rule in Argentina is 

intransigence as an entrenched political value. Diana Taylor 

links this mode of thinking to the concjuistadores, who 

practiced "extermination rather than negotiation" (32). 

Hodges points out that niimerous political parties and 

movements in Argentina have gone so far as to include the 

word "intransigent" in their names (11) , a detail that he 

interprets as symptomatic of a confrontational (win/lose), 
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rather than cooperative (win/win) view of politics that cuts 

across the ideological spectrxom. For Hodges, intrauisigence 

is a distinguishing characteristic; he notes for exainple 

that "Peron personified a peculiar Argentine syndrome: 'I 

cannot strike a bargain with conservatives for a very siirple 

reason: I aim to destroy them.'" (11) At critical junctures, 

the confrontational political approach has often resulted in 

political stalemates when rivals blocked one ainother's 

initiatives. At many such moments, violence may seem like 

the easiest way to resolve the impasse. 

Argentine writer Jose Pablo Feinmann, who was active in 

the Peronist left in the 1970's, affirms that hard-line 

thinking was evident on both the left and the right during 

the critical period leading to the Proceso, and contributed 

to breakdown of political order. In the essay "Politica y 

verdad" he writes "{L)a utilizacion del concepto "enemigo" y 

no el de adversaria" para definir al oponente politico 

evoca una interpretacion muy generalizada de la politxca 

como guerra" (80) . Feinmann traces this tendency to 

Sarmiento and his model of civilizaclon versus barharie. a 

binary abstraction made real through the creation of the 

enemy, el gaucho Quiroga. Thus, "creation of truth" - of 

absolute truth as political doctrine is embedded in the 

national intellectual tradition. In the period leading up to 

the Proceso, it translated into the concept of a holy war 
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between the left and the right, la verdad de la Juventud 

Peronlsta y la verdad de la Seguridad Naclonal. In 

Argentina, intolerance of difference has often led to 

demonization of the Other amd in turn spawned an inoperative 

of destruction of difference. And as will be seen, the Other 

has often been represented by the feminine. 

Political violence, rooted in the confrontational 

thinking described cibove, has historically been another 

problematic characteristic of Argentine political life. 

Although the level of violence seen during the Dirty War was 

unprecedented, political violence has long been a constant 

in Argentina. Maria Jose Moyano, author of Argentina's Lost 

Patrol, explains that political violence has tended to 

coexist with institutional channels, even during 

constitutional governments. Throughout the twentieth century 

labor, student activists, and political parties have all 

resorted to political violence as an effective means to make 

demands on the state. Moyano suggests that due to its 

efficacy, over time violence became legitimized as a 

political strategy until finally, in the 1960s and 1970s, 

there was a qualitative and quantitative change that 

culminated in systematic campaigns of armed struggle and 

illegal repression (45-46). 

Another significant aspect of Argentine political 

practice has been the acceptance of military intervention in 
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internal politics as a means of crisis resolution. The 

militarization of political culture begem with Uriburu's 

1930 coup, the first since 1854 (Feitlowitz 5). Typically 

the military acted as a "moderator" between civilian 

factions, and the intervention was meant as a temporary 

measure, with transition back to civilian rule as the end 

goal (Moyano 16) . Hence, strategic civilian-military 

alliances across the political spectrum have been common, 

with parties, labor unions and other interest groups seeking 

military support to break political stalemates or control 

unrest (Feitlowitz 5, Hodges 20-21). Moyano argues that 

starting with the 1966 coup there was a shift toward the 

military dictatorship model as panacea for economic, 

political, and social ills (16). His description of the 1966 

Ongania regime corresponds to the classic bureacratic 

authoritarian model of technocratic rule, as would the 

Proceso government (Collier and O'Donnell, 1-4). 

It should be evident from this overview that a complex 

set of entrenched structural and attitudinal factors work 

against the success of democratic institutions in Argentina. 

Donald Hodges concludes that the Proceso, seen in this 

context of political instability, increasing political 

violence and military interventionism, represents the 

culmination of a trend toward lawlessness. Says Hodges: 
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The dirty war was not a momentary aberration or 

pathological deviation within the armed forces, 

but the expression of long-term tendencies, 

mounting intransigence, and the instability of 

Argentine political life. (Preface, xi) 

The conditions for leftist armed militancy and an extremely 

repressive form of authoritarian rule were in place long 

before the 197 6 coup. 

III. El Proceso:The Process of National Reorganization 

What distinguished the military governments that came into 
power in Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile in the late 
1960s and early 1970s was not simply repression but a more 
ambitious project--that of extirpating revolutionary 
politics and abolishing heroic charisma. 
--Jean Franco, "Gender, Death, and Resistance: Facing the 

Ethical Vacuum" 

When the junta seized power on March 24, 197 6, many 

Argentines hoped that the military intervention would 

restore prosperity and order to a nation in economic crisis 

and racked by political violence perpetrated by leftist 

guerrilla groups and right-wing death squads. Instead, state 

violence escalated into an internal war: la Guerra Sucia. 

The populace did not know that before seizing power the 

armed forces had formulated a special counterinsurgency plan 

for dealing with the guerrilla threat. Under the anti-

terrorist policy, all those considered "subversives" 

according to Commander-in-Chief General Videla's definition, 

"anyone who opposed the Argentine way of life" - would be 
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captured, tortured and killed in secret. This policy would 

ensure that neither escape nor amnesty would free "enemies 

of the state", and leave no clear evidence of the 

government's role in their deaths. In the words of General 

Videla, "In order to guarantee the security of the state, 

all the necessary people will die." (Simpson and Bennett 76) 

The junta achieved its goal, the elimination of all 

organized forms of opposition, at the cost of the 

atomization of society. Convoys of ummarked cars would 

converge on a neighborhood, disgorge groups of heavily armed 

men to break into victim's homes and lead them away, 

handcuffed and blindfolded. Those detained were known as 

chupados - those who had been "sucked up". They were taken 

to clandestine concentrations camps where they were 

subjected to torture, many were eventually executed and 

their bodies buried in mass graves. In a particularly 

horrific variation, some prisoners were drugged, loaded onto 

airplanes and dumped, still living, into the sea. Human 

rights organizations estimate that between 1975 and 1983, 

some 30,000 Argentine citizens were "disappeared" in this 

way (Jaquette 75). 

It was an open secret that the government was making 

people "disappear", yet the Junta maintained it had no 

knov/ledge of or involvement in the detentions. The official 

policy of outright denial, in the face of the very public 
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detentions, was thus a most effective means of isolating 

individuals and in turn inhibiting resistance. Frank 

Graziano affirms that 

(o)fficial denial of responsibility for "dirty 

war" abductions functioned as a performative 

speech act that tramsformed arrests in 

•disappearances': A 'disappearance' occurs when 

the acts of abduction, torture, and execution are 

complemented by the speech act of denial. The 

mixed message of the said and the done, the 

internal contradiction, the spectacularly violent 

reality clouded by the discourse negating it 

ensnares the public in a double bind, in a 

paralyzing uncertainty and terror. (41) 

The charade affected not only victims and their 

families, but also everyone who as an onlooker was a 

potential witness to what was (but at the same time was 

officially not) occurring. Argentine psychoanalyst Juan 

Carlos Kusnetzoff coined the term percepticidio, 

percepticide, to describe the self-blinding of the populace 

that resulted from this contradiction between "the said and 

che done" (Taylor 10). As the mother of one victim stated in 

The Disappeared and the Mothers of the Plaza, by John 

Simpson and Jana Bennett: 
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Everyone behaved as if they had a wall arovmd 

them. People were afraid to give sympathy, and 

no one would say anything about what they had 

seen. No one at the police station, or in the 

military would help. They had a pacta de sangre, 

a blood pact, so everyone was involved and no one 

would say what was happening. (84) 

This description reveals the emotional effects of the Dirty 

War on society: self-censorship of even the most private 

speech, which in turn produced extreme isolation, 

exacerbating feelings of fear, guilt and shame. The burden 

of unspoken grief was collective, but borne by individuals 

in silence. "Isolated individuals", writes Norbert Lechner 

in his essay "People Die of Fear", "have trouble verifying 

their subjectivity by testing against the experiences of 

others. As a result, the limits between the real and the 

fantastic, the possible and the desired, become blurred" 

(29) . This rupture of subjectivity is captured in the words 

of one man whose son was among the desaparecidos: "They had 

so many ways [...] of erasing people, of trying to make you 

doubt the truth of your own life" (Feitlowitz, 29, emphasis 

added). 

The pervasive nature of a monolithic, univocal 

discourse of authoritarianism contributed greatly to the 

breakdown of individual and collective subjectivity. The 
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destruction of existing notions of reality, identity and 

history was central to the military leadership's mission. 

David William Foster uses the term "dyslexia" to describe 

the profound cultural disorientation provoked by the 

Proceso's discursive system, with "its discontinuities [...] 

its aporias, its fragmentariness, quite simply, its 

fundamental semiotic inadequacy". This dyslexic response to 

the discourse of authoritarianism is reflected in the 

phrasing used by Renee Epelbaum, of the Madres de Plaza de 

Mayo to describe her experience: "It made you psychotic 

[...] We could barely 'read', let alone 'translate' the 

world around us. And that was exactly v/hat they wanted" 

(Feitlowitz 20). 

Foster characterizes the intellectual project that 

accompanied the transition to institutional democracy as the 

"redemocratization of Argentine culture" (1) . In the 

aftermath of the Proceso, says Foster "reality, to the 

extent that it has been dismantled by the discourse of 

oppression must be configured all over again" (50) . 

The return to normalcy thus involves more than a change in 

the political system, it also implies relearning how to 

"read" and "write" social reality. 

The obsession with writing about the Proceso stems in 

part, then, from a deeply felt need to break the silence, 

not only so as to expose the wrongdoing of the military 
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regime, but also as a way to make sense of the personal cund 

national trauma, and to begin to redefine what it means to 

be a citizen of post-Proceso Argentina. Doing so requires a 

reconstruction of history, but at a time when conventional 

historiography had been discredited through association with 

the authoritarian cultural project of disinformation. In the 

aftermath of the Proceso, all such "official" discourses are 

suspect. Many scholars argue that during and after the 

Proceso, literature supplants the conventional historical 

genre as the primary locus of inquiry into the national 

past. Andres Avellaneda states this point most eloquently: 

Para pensar la narrativa argentina en el marco de 

la dictadura militar terrorista conviene invertir 

los terminos de la relacion entre los textos y la 

historia: no es esta un relato maestro que 

provoque la genesis de aquellos, sine que, por el 

contrario, es muy posible que de las 

textualizaciones que llamamos literatura dependa 

la comprension de los hechos que denominamos 

historia. [...] La narrativa argentina de los 

ultimos anos puede ser asi leida desde su 

construccion de los sentidos historicos. O sea, 

ante todo, desde la pregunta que da fundamento a 

sus textos: como se dice, desde el lenguaje, lo 

real; como se semantiza, con las estrategias del 
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relate, el cuerpo duro de los hechos. {"Lecturas", 

141) 

Thus, the social function of literature is reaffirmed during 

and following the Proceso. However, as Avellaneda and others 

point out, the defeat of the left by the military ruptured 

the earlier model of a Utopian llteratura compxrometida 

closely aligned with a specific revolutionary project. The 

role of the intellectual evolved from champion to skeptic, 

even critic, of political ideologies. This change, coupled 

with the new emphasis on the historical aspect of literary 

practice, and the emergence of a postmodernist literary 

aesthetic, required the invention of new modes of 

expression. As Beatriz Sarlo notes, intellectuals look to 

produce a literature that questions, rather than explains, 

history: 

writers search for the narrative forms that allow 

one to reflect on tragic experience, that provoke 

bewilderment and the sense that an explanation is 

due. They explore narrative models capable of 

organizing a social experience whose horror 

initially appears to defy discourse. ("Strategies" 

239) 

Sarlo identifies two general trends in post-Proceso 

narrative: the rejection of mimesis in favor of "coded" (or 

allegorical) stories, and "discursive fragmentation of both 
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siibjectivity and social reality* (241) . Other 

characteristics of this literature often cited by scholars 

include such postmodern concepts and textual strategies as 

non-linear narration, use of a decentered or multiple 

subject, rejection of totalizing visions, emphasis on 

partial or contradictory versions of the truth, and defense 

of difference. Marta Morello-Frosch neatly summarizes some 

of these key aspects of recent Argentine historiographic 

narrative: 

Alejados de las propuestas totalizantes de los 

relatos de epocas anteriores, las nuevas novelas 

tratan de articular versiones parciales, 

subjetivas, fragmentos de la experiencia historica 

que se supone olvidada o meramente ausente. La 

elipsis metaforica, las lagunas facticas, las 

disrupciones retoricas, dan cuenta en varios 

registros de las discontinuidades del quehacer 

historico nacional. [...] La memoria actua asi 

como fuente no solo de hechos, sino como 

autoridad, a menudo modificando notoriamente las 

falacias contenidas en documentos, y 

pronunciamientos otrora considerados fidedignos 

[...] Se autoriza ademas la especulacion, la 

interpretacion subjetiva, que salva las elipsis 

mas notorias ("Biografias" 60-61). 
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Such a questioning, contestatory literature decenters what 

Avellaneda calls the "monologo autoritario del estado 

militar terrorista" (151) by virtue of its structure and 

content. Literature now writes individual experiences into a 

collective yet heterogeneous testimonial narrative, none the 

less "true" for being fictional. In fact, as Morello-Frosch 

affirms, in post-dictatorship Argentina invention is 

privileged over official, and ostensibly more reliable, more 

"true" forms of discourse. Fictional works frequently employ 

techniques borrowed from journalism or detective fiction, 

two investigative genres, that, as Avellaneda notes, 

"comentan de modo cifrado, por desplazamiento, la violencia 

de esos anos" and narrate "la (im)posibilidad de representar 

una his tor ia o una verdad" (152) . Moreover, as told through 

literature, history is often narrated from the perspective 

of the marginal or marginalized. This attention to the 

marginal subject reflects a shift in the discipline from 

political (the deeds of great men) to social history. During 

and after the period of the Proceso, Argentine women writers 

exploited the possibilities of the novel of dictatorship to 

express feminist concerns. Women writers were able to employ 

these new narrative models to write the disappeared feminine 

back into the historical record. 
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IV. Women and Dictatorship 

The quotation that opens this chapter comes from El 

txlnel by Ernesto S^ato, a novel that hinges on the 

destruction of the feminine. Its male protagonist, Juan 

Pablo Castel, murders Maria Iribame in a classic "crime of 

passion"; essentially an act of male self-definition fueled 

by mimetic desire, that is, competition between male rivals 

over a female object of desire. In Girard's model, male 

power and status are announced via an exclusive claim to the 

feminine (the female body, or feminized abstracts).^ 

Clearly, the homosocial bond between the male rivals is more 

important that the object used to define said bond. Thus, a 

woman who is perceived as "resisting" male claims on her may 

be punished (i.e., killed), her destruction preempts the 

"feminization" that the unsuccessful rival would otherwise 

suffer in this power game. 

The trope of mimetic desire is not confined to 

literature, rather, it reproduces in literature a phenomenon 

observed in real social relations. In her study of the 

Argentine dictatorship Disappearing Acts, Diana Taylor 

contends that male individuation through domination of the 

feminine has been central to the founding of the Argentine 

" While Rene Girard's description of mimetic desire was 
based on a long literary tradition of competition between 
male rivals, contemporary literary scholarship recognizes 
numerous gender combinations are possible. Eva Sedgwick's 
work on homosocial bonds has led the way in this area. 
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national identity. She traces the origins of this misogynist 

envisioning of the national self to nature of the Conquest, 

noting that 

The conqueror based his sense of supremacy on the 

subjugation of all others. The conquering male 

struggled to define himself not only in opposition 

to other men (the enemy) but also in opposition to 

the empty, hostile, and feminized environment. 

"Identity", which folded gender into soon-to-be 

national identity, was forged through the 

asymmetrical gesture of exerting power over the 

feminine (32). 

A scholar of theatre and political spectacle, Taylor 

explores the development of national identity through a 

series of "performative traditions" or "genealogies" - the 

myriad ways in which nationhood has been "staged" or 

"performed" throughout Argentina's history. The 19th century 

Rosas dictatorship marked the first of these performative 

traditions. The rise of the modern professional military in 

Argentina in the 1920's marked the second. The military era 

coincided with the birth of nacionalismo. an ultra-

conservative political philosophy grounded in medieval 

concepts of "natural" order. David Rock defines nacionalismo 

as an "anti-liberal counterrevolutionary moment" whose aim 

is "to reconstruct a conservative authoritarian government 
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and restore the temporal power of the church, particularly 

in education' (3). The military institution's mission is 

consonant with the naclonalista perspective, and a 

nacionalista faction emerged within the military. While 

there have been significeuit splits on the right between 

liberal conservatives and nationallstas, both groups were 

represented in the 1976-1983 military junta, with 

nationalists occupying mainly cultural posts (Lewis 171-

178) . 

Thus, the Argentine military junta that ruled from 

1976 to 1983 constituted an all-male. Catholic, 

hierarchical, ideologically conservative institution, and 

junta leaders used gender ideology to justify state terror, 

claiming that communist subversives threatened, first and 

foremost, the "sacred institution of the family". Maria del 

Carmen Feijoo, writing about the political role of women 

under the dictatorship, explains that: 

The military's ideal was that the family should 

not be just "society's basic cell" as 

conservatives described it, but society's only 

cell after all other types of solidarity 

organizations were destroyed. In this period, an 

Argentine version of Germany's Kinder, Kuche, 

Klrche emerged as the only legitimate goals for 

women. (75) 
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The undermining of feminism was implemented through 

legislation (against birth control and challenges to the 

male privilege of patria potestad) even before the 1976 

military takeover (Feijoo 74) . After the coup, the 

conservative gender ideology of the jxinta was propagated in 

many other ways, as part of the general campaign of social 

control. For example. Marguerite Feitlowitz points out that 

women were attacked in their traditional role as mothers, 

via accusational messages in the media, such as "Do you know 

what your children are doing, right now?" (Feitlowitz 37-

38) . Mothers of disappeared children report being taunted 

with such questions by officials and police while trying to 

find their missing children. 

Diana Taylor emphasizes that during the decade of 

construction of the modern military, national identity was 

being contested through gender, as evidenced by the 

increasing crackdown on "independent" women (37-44) and 

other perceived "deviants" (homosexuals for example). This 

is significant because during the Proceso, an Oedipal drama 

centered on control of the abstract feminine construct of 

the Patria would be used to justify destruction of the 

material bodies of women and "feminized" Others. Taylor 

contends that nationalism during the Proceso became a 

gendered performance. Citizens were encouraged through media 

campaigns to affect the "correct" image in order to project 
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the "correct" ideological steuice. Conservative gender 

ideology dictated rejection of "xinisex" clothing or 

hairstyles. Observes Taylor "(M)aintaining visible 

differences between the sexes, through the use of gender-

appropriate uniforms, grooming and comportment, became 

paramount. In-between-ness became the zone of deviancy [...] 

in which all enemies were cast" (106). Women especially were 

coerced into displaying the recognizable signs of their sex 

as a signal of loyalty, both to the Proceso and to the 

"natural (gender) order". 

Clearly, then, the term "sexual politics" took on a 

special meaning in Argentina (and indeed, in much of Latin 

America) during this period. Jane S. Jaguette, in the 

introductory chapter of her book The Women's Movement in 

Latin America observes that 

Shared opposition to military rule provided an 

opportunity to link women's issues to those of the 

civilian opposition. The search for human rights 

was tied to women's rights, and the analysis of 

military authoritarianism became a critique of 

authoritarianism in the family (5). 

It is precisely these connections that are interrogated in 

the narrative of many women authors, including those studied 

here. 
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V. Women Writing Dictatorship 

There are many edasences here: the discursive eibsence of the 
feminine in a masculinist imaginary; the absence of real 
historical women in protagonistic roles in Argentina; the 
absence of the material bodies of the women who were 
permanently disappeared from the scenario. 
--Diana Taylor, Disappearing Acts (89) 

As we have seen, the tactics used by Argentina's 

military dictatorship during the dirty war produced a state 

of anomie: alienation of the individual from the larger 

society, and of terms such as "reality" and "history" from 

their former meanings. Thus, in the post-dictatorship era 

Argentina as a nation is engaged in the questioning of 

social constructs, and the reevaluation of its recent 

history. The work of the novelists studied here reflects 

these tendencies. The women writers studied here present 

Argentina's recent national history from a gendered position 

of absence. In doing so, they transform multiple categories 

of absence into presence, assuring that what has been 

missing, hidden or silenced from that history will be 

voiced, made evident. 

The confluence of more fluid concepts of history and 

narration in the post-Proceso period created an opening 

which women writers seized upon. The boom in women's writing 

throughout the Southern Cone during and after the period of 

the bureaucratic authoritarian military governments may be 

due, in part, to the successful adaptation of these updated 
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models of the political novel, or novel of dictatorship, to 

express feminist concerns. For the novel of dictatorship as 

a genre inherently deals with abuses of power, oppression, 

exclusion, silencing, disappearance - in short, the key 

characteristics of women's experience of patriarchal 

oppression. By virtue of its intrinsic political element, 

the novel of dictatorship is also an apt literary form to 

allude to sexual politics. The novel of dictatorship, 

although traditionally seen as a masculine genre, thus 

provides the feminist writer with a recognized set of 

discursive strategies with which to frame gender oppression, 

to make it visible, to even the unsophisticated, unprepared 

or "resisting" (here, non-feminist) reader. The dictatorship 

genre lends itself to the exploration of gender issues as 

political issues, with the same sort of significant 

ideological and public policy implications as any other 

political issue. Put another way, the genderic alienation of 

women in patriarchal society resonates as a political 

problem when presented through the political genre of the 

novel of dictatorship. Pozzi, Gavensky and Sanchez further 

adapt the investigative model of police or detective fiction 

to political ends. The investigations of absent female 

characters that drive their novels may be read allegorically 

as investigations of feminine absenting in authoritarian 

contexts. 
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Furthermore, the dictatorship novel is a contestatory 

literary model, therefore an author's choice of such a model 

creates a corresponding expectation of social critique in 

the reader. Consequently, the gendered dictatorship 

literature of the post-Proceso era positions (so-called) 

"women's" issues in the public space of national political 

debate, much as women's survival movements like the Madres 

de Plaza de Mayo brought women out of the private realm and 

into the pxiblic sphere. Just as the Madres invested 

traditional gender symbols with new meaning to make their 

point, so too have female authors appropriated and 

transformed traditional literary models to articulate their 

message. 

The historical importance of these novels should also 

be noted. They challenge the exclusion of female experience 

and perspective of masculinist historical practice and 

discourse. As feminist historian Joan Wallach Scott points 

out that: 

The abstract rights-bearing individual who came 

into being as the focus of liberal political 

debate in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

somehow became embodied in male form. And it is 

his-story that historians have largely told. 

Feminist scholarship has repeatedly come up 

against the difficulty of including women in this 
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universal representation since, as their work 

reveals, it is a contrast with feminine 

particularity that secures the xiniversality of the 

masculine representation. (25) 

In a period when the national identity was gendered "male", 

and the category of the feminine/feminized enemy was being 

disappeared by the military, and when many writers 

unconsciously or uncritically employed the feminine as a 

metaphor for absence or disappearance, female-authored texts 

that deal directly with gender oppression constitute a 

necessary counterdiscourse. 

Women writers may be uniquely prepared to describe the 

lived experience of political repression, as well as to 

investigate the societal bases for repression, because for 

women many of the salient elements of this experience -

silencing, censorship, exclusion, sexual violence and the 

like - are both familiar and familial. Mary Beth Tierney-

Tello's study Allegories of Transgression and 

Transformation: Experimental Fiction by Women Writing Under 

Dictatorship will be the main critical text to inform the 

present analysis of female-authored texts. Tierney-Tello's 

conceptualization of the relationship between gender 

oppression under patriarchy and political oppression under 

authoritarian rule stresses that they are both the same and 

different, yet inevitably interconnected: 



the relationship between sexuality and politics is 

not precisely metaphorical since women live the 

oppression of the authoritarian regime not as 

something like genderic alienation, but as an 

intensification of it. In this way, we can perhaps 

better understand the relationship as not one 

between two separate spheres but as one within the 

other. [~] The relationship between the sexual and 

the political [...] is more metonymical than 

metaphorical, implying contiguity rather than 

analogy or similarity{13). 

Tierney-Tello' s use of the term intensification to 

characterize the sort of gendered performative nationalism 

imposed during the Proceso (as described by Taylor and 

others) seems fitting. It reminds us of the prior fact of 

more subtle forms of gender oppression that were being 

challenged by Argentine feminism before the dictatorship. 

Tierney-Tello's elucidation of the relationship between 

the sexual and the political also provides a useful 

foundation for the study of allegorical techniques in the 

novels by Pozzi, Gavensky and Sanchez. All three writers 

critique the patriarchal family. By reading the novels in 

context, these family allegories may be read as both mimetic 

and symbolic. Pozzi and Gavensky also use the erotic to 

problematize patriarchal and authoritarian practice in 
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Argentine society. Sexual violence and sexual taboos such as 

rape, sadomasochism, incest and adultery are represented in 

their novels in ways that suggest that sex and gender form 

an axis at which interrelated levels of oppression 

intersect. 
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El lento rostro de la inocencia by Edna Pozzi 

No escuchar es el gran deporte nacional. 
--Edna Pozzi 

Las ruinas de la infancia 

The biographical notes to Edna Pozzi's novel El lento 

rostro de la inocencia refer to the Argentine author as a 

"conocida poetisa y actual jueza de la nacion". The 

connection between these two seemingly dissimilar vocations, 

poet and judge, becomes apparent to the reader familiar with 

Pozzi's work, for a preoccupation with social justice 

emerges as the central theme in her writing. As the narrator 

of Pozzi's novelized autobiography Las ruinas de la infancia 

(1982) declares "no es que hable para decir la verdad sino -

para rechazar la injusticia" (8). As a judge, Edna Pozzi may 

be in a unique position to critique her country's political 

institutions. Her writing deconstructs Argentina's troubled 

national history to expose and denounce the many forms of 

political oppression in "esta patria que me duele" (Las 

ruinas, 8). But for Pozzi, political oppression under 

authoritarian government is clearly inseparable from other 

forms of oppression rooted in private social institutions. 

Foremost among these is gender oppression and the 

marginalization of women in society that originate in the 

patriarchal family. Class and ethnicity are recognized as 

additional categories of exclusion that may intensify the 
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experience of exclusion for subaltern women. In her 

narrative, Pozzi interweaves national history and family 

history, laying bare the common ideological bases between 

authoritarian and patriarchal oppression. 

El lento rostro de la inocencia is grounded on the 

classic opposition of ser y parecer - the distinction 

between what is and what appears to be. In the narrative, 

expectations are challenged as few things are what they 

seem. This rule applies to the text itself, which is marked 

by structural and thematic fragmentation. The novel consists 

of five numbered sections, with each section further divided 

into one or more segments labeled by day of the week. 

Section I consists of seven segments alternating the days 

Lunes and Viernes; Section II of two segments labeled Martes 

and Jueves; and Sections III, IV and V are units that 

correspond to Sabado, Mlercoles, and Domingo respectively. 

Esther Gimbernat de Gonzalez compares the novel's structure 

to that of a personal diary composed of daily entries (El 

lento, 311) . But in contrast with the singular perspective 

of the typical diary. El lento rostro del la inocencia 

narrates private history from multiple perspectives. It is a 

sort of communal diary, made up of competing voices whose 

primary function is to confound and contest la historia 

oficial, the official version of history proposed by the 

military state. As Gimbernat de Gonzalez observes, each 
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individual testimony in the novel is impinged upon by the 

others; Patricio in particular discovers his androcentric 

version of family history "minado con otras posibles 

evidencias de testigos que desautorizan y relativizan lo 

univoco de su testimonio" (El lento, 311) . In the end, 

official history—national or family--is undermined 

("minado") by the very testimony that it seeks to force 

underground. 

Initially, the novel would seem to be about political 

violence under the Proceso. In the opening chapter, a young 

woman's body is found dumped in a field; she has been 

sexually violated, beaten, and shot to death. The next 

chapter recounts the first of several police interrogations 

that preceded her death. The reader awaits the development 

of the political theme introduced in these segments. The 

dominant storyline of the novel then appears to trace the 

parallel trajectories of two men who undertake separate 

investigations of the circximstances leading up to Ana's 

arrest and execution. One is her brother, Patricio; the 

other, her interrogator. But the investigation always leads 

back to the family histoiry told in the intervening segments 

of the novel. And this family history hints at another, 

distinctly feminine and feminist quest: Ana's search for 

autonomy, freedom, expression, and subjectivity. Her life 

may be read as the feminine struggle to transcend the bonds 
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of patriarchal ideology, practice eoid representation. The 

failure of Ana's quest gives rise to rivalry among the male 

characters, whose sense of guilt connected to her death is 

projected outward as a desire for revenge. Ultimately this 

masculine quest occasions a questioning of the patriarchal 

and authoritarian ideology that \indergirds the Argentine 

state. Thus, what at first seems to be a novel about 

political violence in the authoritarian state emerges as a 

critique of the structural violence endured by all women in 

patriarchal society. The repressive tactics of the Proceso, 

represented by Ana's execution, are exposed as an extreme 

but logical extension of other forms of social oppression 

(linked to gender, class, and/or ethnicity). 

Mary Beth Tierney-Tello notes that structural and 

linguistic experimentalism characterizes many texts by women 

writing under dictatorship. She points to textual 

experimentation as a strategy that challenges 

authoritarianism's monolithic truth claims as well as 

expectations of v/hat constitutes "women's writing" (15). El 

lento rostro features a non-linear narrative structure 

marked by "cross cuts" (juxtaposition of distinct temporal 

and spatial planes) and flashbacks. There are abrupt shifts 

of perspective, as multiple narrators vie for control of the 

text. These competing claims to narrative authority have a 

disorienting effect on the reader, and inevitably raise 
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questions of reliability that cannot be resolved based on 

textual clues. Ambiguity is another key characteristic of 

the text. Neither events nor motives can be ascertained with 

certainty. For example, the opening section series of 

doubts: Why is Ana detained? Is she a militant? A 

collaborator? Why does she implicate her brother? Throughout 

the novel, the suspicions accumulate, leading to the 

ambiguous climax which leaves the reader to wonder, who 

assassinates whom? 

Thus, the narration does not move forward in a straight 

line, rather, it extends outward asymmetrically, unfolding 

like an intricate paper cutout complete with creases and 

gaps. As with a paper cutout, the "holes", the gaps or 

silences in the narrative, set off and delineate the 

essential "image", the message and meaning of the text. 

Still, the metaphor is imprecise, for the final effect 

created by the novel's structural fragmentation and 

ambiguity is more akin to that of viewing an image through a 

kaleidoscope. Meaning in the novel is never static or fixed, 

but rather dynamic, transformed with each shift in narrative 

perspective. The fundamental ambicruity of the novel's plot 

and structure is intensified at the linguistic level. Pozzi 

style tends toward a polyphonic prose that reveals a poet's 

approach to language. As Tierney-Tello points out, such 
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discursive strategies reflect an ideological conimitinent to 

the reader's participation in the interpretive process: 

experimental texts actively propose modes of 

reading whereby meaning is not immanent in the 

narrative but produced, constructed, 

deconstructed, reconstructed as the reader engages 

the text, therefore showing meaning (and, by 

extension, tiruth) as difficult to know, far from 

transparent or "natural", and ultimately 

constructed through the very process of reading 

(15) . 

Pozzi steadfastly rejects any monopoly over meaning ("yo no 

hablo para decir la verdad"), instead asserting polyvalence 

and recruiting the reader as active partner in the disarming 

of authoritarian discourse's univocality. The reader's 

collaboration is further encouraged by the use of the 

investigative trope; as the reader-as-detective shares the 

characters' quest. 

I. Family History as National History: Problematic Portraits 
of Parental Authority 

Edna Pozzi's rendition of the traditional Argentine 

family in El lento rostro debunks myths of moral authority 

rooted in traditional gender roles and ideology, and used by 

the military dictatorship to justify its mission. This 

demythification is seen most clearly in the depiction of the 

Renati family patriarch as a sexual predator. Here again the 
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paradoxical relationship between edasence and presence 

grounds the narrative. The father is not named in th.e text, 

nor is his absence explicitly explained. However, the reader 

eventually leams that he is deceased, and that he died 

while Ana was a very young child. Yet despite his physical 

absence, the father's presence haxints the family members who 

must deal with the consequences of his extramarital sexual 

transgressions (both adultery and rape) . Thus the absent 

father may be read as symbolic of patriarchal discourse, 

which is omnipresent, but obscured by its very existence. 

The text makes reference to two concrete instances of 

the father's sexual misconduct: adultery and rape. Both acts 

are significant for their race and class (as well as gender) 

implications, for they are carried out by the patriarch as 

patron on the Renati family estancia., and in each case the 

women involved occupy subaltern positions as peonas on the 

ranch. This section considers how the estancia, the 

traditional seat of Argentine upper class power, is employed 

El lento rostro as an allegorical space signifying "perfect 

patriarchy", that is, absolute patriarchal power. The 

discussion focuses on the problematic portrayal of the 

father, who is both the primary defender of family honor and 

the principle violator of the moral code. Finally, the 

juxtaposi tion of the traditional rural and contemporary 

urban spaces in the novel, a strategy that allows Pozzi to 
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critique both patriarchal and authoritaricui political 

ideologies and social institutions, will be examined. 

On the estancia as depicted by Pozzi, class and gender 

ideology converge to naturalize the male patron's power over 

all those within his domain. Patria postestad, the absolute 

authority of the Father over his wife and children, comes 

here to encompass the extended "family" dwelling on the 

estancia. The patron's right to exploit his property is 

generally construed to include free sexual access to the 

women residing there, regardless of their marital status. In 

this system, the inferior social station of the peonas (as 

poor women of color) exposes them to both economic and 

sexual exploitation by the patron. The women not only live 

and work on the Renati property, in a real sense they are 

(his) property. Given the unequal power relations that 

characterize the enclosed hierarchical and patriarchal 

cominunity of the estanrla, it is valid to suspect an element 

of coercion is present in every case of sexual contact 

between patron and peona. That the Renati patron's power, 

expressed as sexual access to women on the estancia, is 

almost unlimited is signaled in the novel by the fact that 

his illicit contact with two peonas - an adulterous affair 

with a (presumably) married woman, and his rape of a 

teenaged girl, are common knowledge, yet both go 

unchallenged in his lifetime. 
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Significantly, it is through the character of Ana that 

the issues of naturalized male power and privilege, 

specifically in the realm of sexual conduct, are explored. 

For it turns out that Ana is also a victim, in an unusual 

sense, of her father's predatory practices. Rather late in 

the action of the novel it is revealed (to Patricio by his 

father's best friend) that Ana was named for the father's 

"querida" (mistress): 

El creia que yo sabia, porque Ana era el nombre de 

la mujer del puestero o de la cocinera, no se 

acordaba bien y en aquel entonces todos sabian 

que era la querida de tu padre, asi dijo, y 

despues cuando nacio la nena quiso ponerle ese 

nombre, como un insulto, una cachetada y tu madre 

llorando en el hospital, (el se acordaba,) 

mientras vos bailabas por el pasillo con aquella 

criatura morena, gritando, 'lAna, mi Ana!' y tu 

padre sonriendo, por eso te decia, creo que no 

tiene perdon, la chica podria saberlo cuando 

creciera, sentirse mal (173) . 

Here, with the revelation of the origin of Ana's name, 

the text draws attention to the masculine will-to-domination 

of the female/feminine on both the material and symbolic 

levels. For the father, it is not enough to possess the 

female body (sexually), or even to label it as his (mi 
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mujer, mi hija) with his family name. Rather, by giving his 

daughter the name of his mistress he symbolically marks her 

as Woman, as Other, (in this case, also, the Other Woman) as 

that which is always already required by Man in order to 

define himself. 

The symbolism of the naming of Ana is evident to the 

father's friend who affirms that "tu padre adoraba a esa 

criatura, la hembrita, decia, era como la clave de todas las 

mujeres que habia conocido, una propiedad aaa vas^a, 

^entendes? (175) . Ana, adored as "la hembrita", (the 

diminutive form emphasizes her inferior status as a female) 

is Woman-as-possession, she represents for her father the 

crystalization of all Women, adored because she syiT±)olizes 

the desire to possess, fully and eternally. 

Thus, Ana embodies the inherent contradictions of both 

authoritarian and patriarchal discourse, such that the image 

of male authority (de) constructed in the text is inseparable 

from the mirror image of the feminine upon which it depends 

for definition. As the product of the "legitimate" union 

between husband and wife. Ana on the surface confirms the 

continuance of the traditional moral and gender order. Yet 

her name (naming being essential to the Law of the Father) 

symbolically marks her as the product of her father's 

extramarital adventures. As such she is a divided, liminal 

creation, vis-a-vis both her birth family and the abstract 
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traditional patriarchal fcutiily. Her very existence calls 

attention to the rifts in the authoritarian/patriarchal 

moral code. 

In a literal sense. Ana suffers for her father's sexual 

sins. Since for her mother Ana is a living reminder of her 

husband's infidelity, the relationship between mother and 

daughter is fraught with an unnamed, secret tension. This in 

turn facilitates development of an intense bond between the 

siblings Ana and Patricio that culminates in their 

incestuous relationship (further aided by the absence of the 

father figure.) Moreover, Ana seems to sense intuitively her 

father's abuses of male and class privilege, and accept his 

guilt as somehow embedded in her own being, as if she were 

"hija natural" rather than legitimate child. 

The issue of paternal guilt is raised explicitly when 

Ana and Patricio travel to the family's estancia sometime 

after their mother's death. Patricio and Ana's "viaje 

sospechoso" (in Bernarda's words) to the family ranch is 

staged as a journey through both space and time. As they 

travel from the city to the countryside, the siblings 

reenter the realm of childhood and memory. Inevitably, the 

journey raises troubling associations for Ana, who directs 

the conversation toward family history and secrets. It soon 

becomes clear that the Renati clan's "secrets" (namely, 

their father's sexual misdeeds) are anything but, and they 
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haiint brother cuid sister in distinct ways. The question of 

her father's guilt in a rape has tormented Ana for years, 

since hearing the victim's account of the patron's attack on 

a visit to the ranch. 

When, during the drive to the family estate. Ana asks 

Patricio about la violada (as the woman is commonly known) , 

and the identity of the rapist, he tries to avoid the issue 

by casting the blame on the woman, a conclusion Ana sovindly 

rejects: 

-£,Quien fue, Patricio? 
-No se, un peon, creo, nunca se supo bien; tenia 
quince anos, un poco mas y parece que le gustaban 
bastante los hombres, asx que niinca se aclaro si 
fue una violacion o que. 
-^Que que? 
-Bueno, a lo mejor ella lo provoco. 
-No seas idiota (65) . 

Here, Patricio evokes a classic blame-the-victim 

rationale ("a lo mejor ella lo provoco") that effectively 

displaces the rapist's guilt onto the victim. Moreover, it 

works to render the crime invisible while intensifying the 

degradation of the victim. The general lack of 

acknowledgement - though not knowledge - that a crime had 

been committed, and the corresponding lack of punishment, 

both result from and contribute to the maintenance of the 

larger power, gender and class dynamic. 

Ana contests Patricio's (and society's) faulty 

reasoning, although it means admitting her father's 

responsibility for the crime. When she asks point blank "No 
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fue papa, ^no?", Patricio finally admits "Es posible* but 

reminds Ana that their father is dead, and thus beyond all 

judgement (66). Ana rejects this conclusion, too. She 

parodies Patricio's absolution of their father, even as she 

denounces his predatory habits: 

Una bosta, eso fue. Levantando las polleras y 

bajando los calzones de cuanta negrita se le 

pusiera por delante, abriendose la bragueta...a lo 

major usted lo ayudo, sefiora, no me venga con 

cuentos de violacion, usted lo ayudo porque tenia, 

por lo menos curiosidad, eso digo, por lo menos 

curiosidad por ver como era el inflado miembro de 

su patron (67). 

It is significant that Patricio's defense of his father, and 

of himself, is formulated as an attempt to censor Ana's 

"vulgar", unladylike speech: "Ana, si fuera posible 

sustraerte de esa malignidad, mejor dicho de esa vulgaridad 

con que usas las palabras"(67) . By condemning her choice of 

v/ords while ignoring her meaning, Patricio fails to fully 

suppress Ana's message. Thus, Pozzi's use of parody in this 

passage narrated by Patricio effectively subverts the norm 

of "proper" female speech and the voice of male authority 

that "talks over" woman. 

Ana also insists on the implications of her father's 

behavior for his illegitimate children: 
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Y entonces como esta muerto . . . de aifios y ahora es 

monton de cenizas sin olor ni gusanos, ya no 

hay a quien atribuir esta culpa, ya no existe el 

culpable...Ya no existe, y usted no pretendera, 

senora, que sus hijos que son puros y castos y 

limpios y valientes, se cuelguen de esa culpa y 

se ahoguen en el rio porque su padre fue un hijo 

de puta (66). 

Here, through her ironic emphasis on the terms "puros y 

castos y limpios y valientes" ("pure and chaste and clean 

and brave") for these children. Ana problematizes the 

question of loyalty and legitimacy, issues that undercut her 

own efforts to construct an independent identity. 

Ana's arguments also resonate with larger issues of 

guilt and complicity in the national context of 

redemocratization after the Proceso. The questions she 

raises about victimization of women under patriarchy take on 

political significance in the aftermath of the Guerra Sucia: 

Did the victims of Dirty War deserve to be punished? What is 

the appropriate attitude for "innocent" survivors to assume 

toward victimizers? Should the crimes of the past be 

suppressed to preserve family, or national, honor? 

Patricio's willingness to attribute blame to the victim, to 

obscure or forget the past, contrasts sharply with Ana's 

ins i stance on condemnation of the guilty, and her will 
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toward truth and remembrance. Patricio's attitude 

corresponds to what Fernando Reati and others call "la 

politica de olvido": the policy or politics of forgetting, 

which in its extreme form resulted in the various amnesties 

and pardons for the military granted in Argentina in the 

1980's. 

II. Incest and the Quest for a New Order 

The preceding dialogue, in which the patriarchal sexual 

code governing their father's sexual conduct is questioned, 

foreshadows the physical enactment by the siblings of a 

Utopian challenge to this code. The incest taboo, which 

literally defines familial relations, is violated in a 

doomed attempt to escape the ideological bonds of the 

patriarchal family by founding an alternative sexual 

economy. Inevitably, Ana and Patricio's strategic 

performance of sibling incest degenerates into a 

reproduction of the gender and power relations that they 

look to transcend. 

Otto Rank declares in his study The Incest Theme in 

Literature and Legend that "The political drama is a 

continuous facade for the incest drama" (63) . By this. Rank 

means that the universal experience of erotic parental 

fixation is also the source of the first experience of 

jealousy. To the erotically fixated child, the other parent 

and any siblings are rivals. Thus, Rank suggests that 
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jealousy and conpetition are learned in the fcimily, and that 

all adult rivalries are later manifestations of the original 

Oedipal drama. Whether or not one accepts Rank's assertion, 

the symbolic importance of the incest theme in mythology and 

literature is an indication of the power this taboo exerts 

over social life. 

According to Rank, sibling incest in literature often 

symbolizes a return to the primordial, as it appears in 

numerous creation myths.^ Tellingly, shame cind any 

punishment steinming from violation of the incest taboo are 

most often borne by the woman. The foundational aspect of 

the incest in El lento rostro is evidenced by its 

association with the family estancia, already established as 

an allegorical space of patriarchal excess. Ana and Patricio 

initiate their incestuous relationship there in an effort to 

transform the estancia into a Utopian refuge from 

patriarchy. When this effort fails, it is Ana who pays the 

price; her punishment comes in the form of pregnancy (only 

hinted at in the text), mental problems, and finally her 

death. 

Ana, from the moment of her birth, represents 

disruption in the family. She consistently frustrates 

'According to Rank, sibling marriage was common in ancient 
societies. He opines that in addition to preserving royal 
privilege, it was also "intended to prevent and obscure (...) 
parental incest". Further, sibling incest often represents 
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boundaries; neither her sexuality nor her discourse can be 

fully contained. As an adolescent, she questions her 

father's acts and the hypocrisy that surroxands them. Even as 

a child, she exhibits a precocious sexuality that defies 

gender and class norms, as illustrated by this passage 

narrated by Patricio: 

Ana sentando a sus mufiecas en la sillita alta y 

riendo, de cinco afios, en mis rodillas, 

desordenando los platos, empujando al vaso de 

refresco, quiero vino y mama enojada pero sin 

cambiar sus dulces facciones, una sonrisa y todos 

rien, jmama, voy al bano! y Ana, es hora de comer 

y todos rien y ella levanta su pollera y muestra 

la bombacha con puntillas y hace un gesto obsceno 

y mama ruborizada y todos riendo, alegres, 

comiendo (75). 

The sharp contrast between her mother's anger and shame and 

the amusement of the others points to the importance of the 

maternal role in the enforcement of the social norms 

governing "proper" feminine behavior, especially in regard 

to sexuality. Ana subconsciously directs her defiance of 

these norms at her mother. 

Ana repeatedly resists her mother's efforts at bodily 

containment. For example, when she is moved to a new 

displaced desire for the opposite sex parent. The Incest Theme in 
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bedroom, a "pequeflo cuarto contiguo al comedor, que antes 

llamabamos la despensa* (41) ostensibly because in her old 

bedroom "las paredes chorreaban humedad" (40), Ana 

interprets it (probably rightly so) as another sign of her 

mother's hostility. Her response to being exiled is to bum 

all of her dolls, beginning with an effigy of Patricio, who 

calls this "la derrota final de la inocencia" (42). Dolls 

symbolize childhood, of course, and thus innocence. But they 

also signify patriarchal expectations of female passivity 

and conformity to social norms; expectations that Ana 

clearly resists.^ 

The mother-daughter relationship is also threatened by 

the rivalry for male attention between Ana and her mother, 

first for the father and then for Patricio. There are signs 

of flirtation between mother and son. For example, Patricio 

recalls an outing with his mother from which Ana was 

excluded; he recalls suggesting: "podriamos llevar a Ana 

pero ella dijo cjue no. En el atardecer regresamos riendo 

porque la habian confundido con mi hermana, mas bien tu 

amante y lo decia con el rostro distendido, casi hermosa" 

(37) . The passage evokes suspicion because of the mother's 

playful yet inappropriate suggestion that amante, lover, be 

Literature and Legend, p. 365 
"(Later, Mario Almada accuses Patricio of wanting to possess Ana: 
"su deseo de que Ana fuera una mufieca, una muneca de su 
propiedad, sin sexo, sin amor, sin el minimo de solidaridad 
esencial hacia los otros", 117.) 
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substituted for hermana, sister. The suggestion conveys the 

mother's partially repressed incestuous desire, which is 

symbolically fulfilled by eliminating the not only the 

physical presence but also any reference to her perceived 

rival: daughter Ana, la hermana. 

Moreover, Ana responds to exclusion with an accusation 

of sexual sin: "mama te llevo con ella para encontrarse con 

su amante y sos un estupido" (40) . The wording of the 

accusation hints at possible double meaning; that Patricio 

is complicit in his mother's sexual misconduct, or that 

Patricio is her lover. Ana's insult, estupido is an 

insinuation that her brother may not fully appreciate the 

erotic nature of his mother's attachment. The second 

interpretation suggests that Ana is keenly aware of sexual 

rivalry as the source of the enmity between mother and 

daughter. 

Otto Rank points out that sibling incest often 

represents displaced sexual desire for the parent of the 

opposite gender (365); this is often reflected in mythical 

and modern fictional accounts that depict the death of one 

or boch parents as the child(ren) reach sexual maturity. The 

servant Bernarda's description of the siblings' behavior 

confirms that their mother's death cleared the way for the 

fulfillment of the incestuous impulse: "despues de la muerte 

de la madre, se esconden sus retratos y ellos rien todo el 
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dia, sin guardar luto, como si se hiibiercui librado de algo 

que les molestaba" (144-145). 

Ana breaks with the sexual code by being the initiator 

of the seduction, at least in Patricio's memories, by 

undressing before her brother, inviting him to touch her. 

He feels not physical desire but an emotional need equated 

with fraternal/paternal protectiveness: "Tenia dos ceiminos, 

o explicarle que estaba loca, pobre querida, pero muy loca, 

o decirle que la eimaba. Le dije que la cimaba" (74) . 

Temporarily, the sibling lovers are in their own world. 

Bernarda the servant recognizes the evil and beauty 

contained in their transgressive sexuality, recalling "ese 

amanecer en que entro en el cuarto de Ana y vio las dos 

cabezas juntas en la almohada y corrio por los pasillos de 

la casa, como si hubiera tocado algo maligno pero al mismo 

tiempo tan hermoso, esas dos cabezas, los ojos abiertos 

mirandola sin ver, como si miraran a traves de ella" (145) 

The dawn symbolizes a new day, the founding of a new order, 

but the transformative possibility of the moment is 

undermined by the great ambivalence expressed by Bernarda 

and shared by the reader. 

In the end, the sibling incest appears to reproduce the 

gender and power relations of patriarchy. The distinction 

between father and brother becomes blurred in the minds of 

both Ana and Patricio, especially as Patricio the lover 
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displays possessive tendencies. Ana again rejects male 

domination asserted under the familial guise, telling 

Patricio "No soy tu amor. Es muy sencillo. No quiero ninguna 

mano fraternal ni paternal que guie (a traves del misterio y 

la suciedad del mxindo) cEsta claro?" (78). Later, when 

Patricio meets with Malasombra, the inspector claims that 

Ana told him that Patricio raped her. The siblings' 

conflicting accounts of the event bring to mind their 

divergent points of view about their father's alleged rape 

of the peona. Patricio defended the rapist, while Ana 

defended the victim. This leads the careful reader to doubt 

Patricio's characterization of the sexual contact with Ana. 

This is another example of deliberate, strategic ambiguity 

in the text. 

Patricio admits he had sex with his sister, but offers 

a shocking and suspicious defense of his conduct:it was out 

of paternal concern for her well-being: 

habian tenido relaciones intimas, (asx dijo, 

relaciones intimas, como en los prontuarios) en 

dos o tres oporturnidades, y eso porque ella creia 

que era frigida y el tuvo que convencerla de lo 

contratio, como un padre, como un padre mas que un 

hermano (107) . 

Bernarda too makes the association between sexual initiation 

and the paternal role. Echoing Patricio she says that 

Patricio: "era como un padre (...) Y la dimension de esa 
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palabra la asusto, un padre, era como manchar esa palabra, 

iin padre, ella se imaginaba el respeto, la devocion, la 

distancia" (146). 

Pozzi's text works to defaitiiliarize that which is most 

the familiar. The narrative deconstructs the patriarchal 

family both rhetorically and physically. Rhetorically, the 

family is undone through the critical depiction of an 

exaggerated, limitless patriarchy and Ana's challenges to 

it; physically, via the deaths that leave Patricio as the 

sole survivor. The effect of this methodical deconstruction 

is one of strategic distancing or alienation. The family is 

rendered strange so as to reveal what ideology naturalizes: 

male privilege. 

III. History or Her Stoiry: Feminine Discourse Discovered 

Throughout the novel, language is a battlefield, a site 

of struggle for dominance. When Ana's death deprives the 

male characters of a female body to fight over, their will-

to-possession seeks another outlet: Ana's discourse, her 

version of her reality. This struggle among male rivals for 

final interpretive authority over Ana's written and oral 

discourse clearly represents the continuation of the 

struggle between male rivals to possess the female Other. 

The male characters compete to appropriate Ana's discourse 

not so that they may truly comprehend her inner reality, but 

rather, as a means to masculine self-representation. 
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Ana's attitude toward and experiences with leuiguage 

illustrate the difficult relationship that the upper-class, 

well-educated woman has to phallocentric discourse. For 

although she exhibits mastery of the elite linguistic 

register, as a woman Ana struggles against being captured 

v/ithin the masculine imaginary. Jeaui Frcuico uses the term 

"privilege paradox" to describe the tension experienced by 

women and its implications for female authoring: 

The class privilege of the intelligentsia has 

always posed a problem for Latin Americans, but in 

women's writing it becomes particularly acute 

since women writers are privileged and 

marginalized at one and the same time ("Going 

Public" 70) . 

This paradox is illustrated in the narrative by the male 

competition to possess Ana's privileged discourse (here used 

to mean both elite and private). 

Mistrust of the expressive capacity of language also 

signals an important affinity between two dissimilar 

characters in the novel. Ana and the servant, Bernarda. 

Although the class division largely blinds each women to 

their common experience of gender oppression, each 

recognizes the role played by unequal power relations in the 

interpretation of the Other's discourse. And both characters 

construct unconventional, extraliterary and extralinguistic 
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discourses to express themselves and to resist male claims 

over their experience. The experimentalism of the female 

characters' clearly mirrors Pozzi's approach to authoring; 

she invents for her characters a contestatory discourse that 

is reinforced by the nontraditional structural and 

linguistic features of the novel itself. 

In conversations with the male characters (Patricio, 

Mario and the Inspector) Ana repeatedly emphasizes the 

imprecision of language, the gaps between words and meaning. 

For example, when Patricio asks her to explain her daylong 

disappearance from the estancia. Ana first offers what may 

be an invented version of her day: 

Ana, idonde estuviste? Y el la como regresando 

ahora de no se que estacion de tinieblas, pero 

tranquila, serena, adulta, necesitaba un dia para 

mi; subir y caer, caer y siibir y si vieras lo 

hermoso del camino de eucaliptus, fuimos hasta el 

arroyo. . .y comi duraznos en el puesto. . .y en el 

pueblo compre unos panes los fui masticando...(76) 

Patricio, having been told at the fruit stand and in town 

that Ana had not been seen by anyone, challenges her account 

saying, "Ana, dPoi" que mentir?" she simple replies "Da lo 

mismo. No entenderias" (77) . The incoiranunication results 

from Patricio's unwillingness or inability to hear and 

accept the key element of Ana's message: "necesitaba un dia 
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para mi". The fictitious details are her way of protecting 

the day, of keeping it hers alone; but Patricio is not 

sensitive to her need for autonomy, nor to her linguistic 

strategy. The clear implication of Ana's dismissive "no 

entenderias" is that there are no words that could make her 

reality, her need for independence from her brother, 

comprehensible to him. The text negates the possibility of 

genuine communication between men and women so long as self-

determination remains a male prerogative. 

Similarly, in response to one of Mario Almeda's 

revolutionary declarations. Ana asserts that: "Las palabras 

son tan ambiguas. . .Todo lo que decis es tan ambiguo, tan 

vulnerable, hay otra idea que se nos escapa, algo que se 

pierde inevitablemente en todo discurso" (86-7). Here she 

rejects Almeda's univocal political discourse, insisting on 

the preservation and appreciation of ambiguity, of that 

other idea that escapes, that is inevitably lost, just as 

the feminine so often escapes the masculine imaginary. 

Ana's lack of confidence in male-female communication 

is borne out throughout the narrative. In several key scenes 

that document her desperate downward spiral into madness and 

self-destruction, language does indeed fail her. In each of 

these encounters with unsympathetic male authority figures. 

Ana responds by invoking what may be pre-(or perhaps 

post?)linguistic codes of communication. For example, when a 
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bureaucrat rejects Ana's job credentials as insufficient emd 

refuses to listen to her, she resorts to extralinguistic 

means of expression: using a heavy paperweight to shatter 

his glass desk. She is forcibly expelled from the office. 

Her next stop is a church. Once inside Ana tries to 

pray, but finds only "(U)na mudez frente a otra mudez" (95). 

Again, she looks beyond words for expression, to the body. 

"Con la mano extendida fue tocando los pies de las 

imagenes...cada vez que tocaba las estatuas...llevaba su 

mano al pecho, una necesidad" (95). Finally, she climbs onto 

the altar and assumes the position of Christ on the cross, 

identifying herself both physically and symbolically with 

this supreme image of suffering. As before, she is 

physically removed from the holy space by two seminarians 

and "un sacerdote que gritaba" (96) . Neither the Catholic 

Church nor its male representatives offer her consolation or 

sanctuary. These incidents also suggest that Ana's 

"confessions" to the secular priest, her male psychologist, 

(revealed after her death) did little to relieve her 

anguish. 

Nowhere is the power and danger of language as clearly 

rendered as during Ana's interrogation by Inspector 

Malasombra. In the first of several interrogation scenes, 

Pozzi uses embedded political commentary to draw the 

reader's attention to the subversive possibilites of 
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language, when Ana notices a poster on the wall which reads 

"La Policia Federal es su amigo" (20) . Pozzi trusts the 

reader to appreciate the irony of this slogan as read from 

the perspective of Ana, a detainee. Ana also focuses on the 

Inspector's abrupt shift from the formal usted to the 

informal address tu or vos, thinking "i,Por que me tutea? Ana 

iba a pregiantarlo pero callo" (20). Ana's decision to keep 

quiet, and to continue to address the Inspector as usted 

(while he calls her " flaQuita' and "piba") rather than 

assert class or gender privilege, suggests a recognition on 

her part that power relations overshadow traditional social 

relations in the military state. 

In the context of the Proceso, every detainee faced the 

very real threat of imprisonment, torture, even death. 

Knowing this. Ana, like a hopeful Scheherazade, spins tales 

about herself and engages her captor in a "war of words" . 

Their verbal sparring match pits the power of discourse 

against the discourse of power; as private feminized 

discourse and the official state discourse clash. The 

conversation is by turns "civilized" (they discuss poetry), 

playful (the Inspector jokingly identifies himself to Ana as 

Ernesto Guevara), and painfully direct, as when Ana asks 

"Ernesto, si usted sabe cpje al final van a matarme, no me 

golpee antes" (24). Similarly, the Inspector's attitude 

toward his prisoner alternates between paternal 
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protectiveness and derision, sometimes expressed in the same 

breath: "Podes ser mi hija. No me jodas, por favor--Y esto 

ultimo con una voz aspera y alta" (21). When frustrated, he 

uses physical violence against Ana, hitting the same yoving 

woman who "could be his daughter* hard enough to break 

several teeth. Then he invites her to play chess. The marked 

juxtaposition of civility and cruelty in these scenes 

highlights the inherent contradiction between "lo dicho y lo 

hecho"; that is, between the military junta's discourse, 

exalting its role as defender of the Argentine people, and 

its policy of violent repression. 

Pozzi subtly but repeatedly directs the reader's 

attention to the themes of language, meaning and power. For 

example, an exchange about poetry foregrounds the 

discontinuities in the authoritarian attitude toward 

language and culture. The Inspector reveals his affinity for 

Neruda: "el bolche, el chileno. Neruda?...^Usted 

leyo a Neruda?" (47) Ana, "asombrada" confronts him with the 

incongruity of his choice, reminding him that "Neruda 

odiaba el poder...fue un militante" (48). But the Inspector 

seems unperturbed by this contradiction: "Si concedio el 

hombre, pero escribia muy bien, y parecio que daba por 

concluido el tema" (48). For the Inspector, what is at stake 

is his status before his more educated prisoner ("iQue 

lastima olvidarme de esos versos, penso el hombre1 Esa chica 
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secfuramente lo sedsria todo de memoria", 48). He misses the 

fundamental issue of mecuning raised by Ana's comment. His 

apolitical reading of the work of an lanabashedly political 

writer like Neruda negates the social fvinction of the 

artist, historically so iinportcuit in the Latin American 

context. Ana seems here to represent Pozzi's ideal reader, 

for whom the concept of literatura comprometida, writing as 

political practice, necessarily implies coherence between 

creative expression, ideology and praxis, while for the 

Inspector, as for the military junta, words are merely the 

tools used to obfuscate the truth. The novel suggests that 

culture devoid of social relevance becomes an empty facade, 

at most a status symbol one may "possess" ("saber de 

memoria"). This attitude toward language makes the tragic 

irony of the phrase "La policia federal es su amigo" not 

only possible, but inevitable. The oxymoronic discourse 

employed throughout the interrogation dialogues mimics the 

intrinsically contradictory reasoning that guided the 

Proceso. 

Deeper cultural linkages between power, language, and 

gender are exposed through biblical allusions, as when the 

Inspector's choice of words reminds Ana of Biblical 

language: "Entonces, volvamos al principio, dijo. En el 

principio era el Verbo, penso Ana" (31). With this reference 

to Genesis, and its explicit textual association of el 
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Verbo, that is, leuiguage, with God, eternal and omnipotent, 

Pozzi suggests that language is power. This reference also 

reminds us of the linguistic privilege passed on to Adam by 

the creator, by which human (male) dominion over the earth 

is symbolized by the power to name its creatures. Similarly, 

Ana recalls Christ's prayer in Gethsemane, but finds 

conflict in it rather than comfort: "Penso, si es posible 

aparta de mi este caliz, pero ella no era la Hija del Padre" 

(24) . As confirmed by Ana's earlier expulsion from a church 

by male priests, gender intervenes in the relationship of a 

woman to the masculine God of the Judeo-Christian tradition. 

Male authority is privileged, both in the language of the 

biblical mythology and the Catholic Church's hierarchy. 

Gender, encoded in Church language, doctrine, and practice, 

conditions Ana's religious experience, limiting her ability 

to identify fully with the masculine representations and 

representatives of Christianity. 

Finally, loss of hope is signaled by and equated with 

the loss of language, as Malasombra tells Ana: 

<:A quien crees que le importa lo que vas a decir? 

A nadie, ya lo sabemos todo [...] Y Ana sintiendo 

que eso era lo peor, como si hubieran terminado 

los plazos. Ya no hay palabras, penso y tuvo ganas 

de llorar (47, emphasis added). 
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While the text problematizes the exclusionary 

tendencies of (phallocentric) language, it also affirms its 

subversive potential. The written word ultimately becomes 

Ana's last means of resistance and revenge against the both 

the State and male will-to-domination. When the Inspector 

puts pen and paper before Ana and demands that she list the 

names of all her associates. Ana suddenly thinks of Mario 

Almada's sexual advances, auid his incQjility to accept her 

rejection of him "y de improvise esa furia, ese querer 

apropiarse de el la, gobemarla, penetrar en sus paredes mas 

delicadas. . . " (35) . Her furia - rage - compels her to write 

Almada's name on the page. She pauses, then adds the name of 

her brother, Patricio Renati. 

Ironically, the Inpector condemns Ana for obeying his 

order: iKsl que Patricio?.. .Mira que sos puta" (43) . Her 

response: "Otra vez, el tuteo soez, el insulto. Ahora somos 

iguales penso Ana y casi sonrio" (43). The smile is provoked 

by the double meaning of "somos iguales"; it may be read 

both as an ironic allusion to the revolutionary goal of a 

society of equals, and to Ana's supposed complicity with the 

Inspector's role in the state's repressive project. Both 

readings emphasize the importance of language in the 

(re)creation and representation of power relations. 
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Malasombra' s reaction is condemnation, yet it must be 

stressed that this "betrayal* is coerced, and therefore Ana 

should not be judged for "informing" on her brother or 

Almada. Yet Ana's denounciation is clearly an attack on the 

men named, although not politically motivated in the 

conventional sense, but rather, an act of personal revenge. 

Knowing that in any case she will be executed. Ana exploits 

the only power she has left - paradoxically, power derived 

from her ostensibly powerless prisoner status - to strike 

back at those men who tried to imprison symbolically her 

("apropriarse de ella, gobemala") throughout her life. 

Ana uses written language to siibvert the male privilege 

of authoring, ingeniously directing legitimate female rage 

against her exploiters. Further, she effectively 

appropriates the power of the military state to punish the 

private representatives of patriarchal authoritarian 

oppresion, in so doing turning the category of the masculine 

against itself. This redirection of masculine power comes 

full circle in the novel's violent conclusion, as an 

ambiguous assailant (Mario? Patricio?) hunts and kills 

Inspector Malasombra in his office. 

The Masculine Quest 

After Ana's death, a quest for answers is undertaken by 

her brother, Patricio, and the Inspector who ordered her 

execution. Patricio demands an interview with the Inspector, 
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then each man in turn questions Mario Almada, Ana's 

revolutionary mentor, cuid finally her psychologist. Patricio 

and Malasombra are on parallel exculpatory missions; by 

claiming they claim the right to blame the other for her 

death. As Ester Gimbemat Gonzalez observes "Este es un 

juego de la posesion" (311). 

In life. Ana was subjected to patriarchal forces of 

bodily containment by her family and the military regime. 

With the destruction of her physical body after death, the 

effort shifts toward back to the ideological containment of 

the rebellious female category first evidenced by the 

symbolism of her name. The male characters continue the 

quest to possess Ana by exerting exclusive claims over her 

discourse. These claims, both concrete and abstract, focus 

on both her written and the spoken word, via physical 

possession of written texts, oral communications, and 

finally, the right to interpret her life story. Ana's life 

experience and expression are reduced to a kind of gendered 

intellectual property (capital) to be edited, shaped, 

analyzed, in short, author-ized from a masculine 

perspective. 

The only written testimony left by Ana are her letters 

CO Mario Almada. Noticeably absent or disappeared from the 

novel is any textual depiction of female authoring. Ana is 

never shown engaged in writing (except for her written 
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"confession") or reading. Instead, her letters siiiply 

"appear", rather incongruously, in the rejected Almada's 

(and then, Patricio's) hemds. Nor does the reader ever have 

direct access to the text or the letters, and so must rely 

on Patricio's inconplete and biased reading. It is as if all 

feminine discourse weire always already trapped within and 

mediated by the dominant male master narrative. This seems 

to confirm Diana Taylor's observation that "In a discursive 

system in which women are xinrepresentable as subjects, 

representation seems, by definition, to be male self-

representation" (89) . As a result of this pattern of 

exclusion of the feminine imaginary, every text becomes a 

vehicle for confirmation of masculine identity. 

On one of Patricio's visits to Mario Almada, the latter 

grudgingly offers Patricio the chance to read Ana's letters 

to Almada. It is unclear why Mario, who already has a new 

woman friend, offers them, except to spite Patricio, 

declaring as he does: 

"son mias, Se las dejo leer y me las 

devuelve. Patricio acaricio los papeles por donde 

la mano de Ana habia escrito quien sabe que 

atrocidades..." (113, emphasis added). 

The use of the verb acariciar (to caress) implies Patricio's 

displaced physical desire to possess Ana via her letters, as 

her written corpus substitutes for her physical body. 
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Reading, Patricio asks himself "c.Qu6 derecho tenia el a 

pasar su mano por estos papeles donde Ana engafiaba, 

simulaba, escribia desdoblandose en dos mitades 

sangrantes. . ." (115-6). The quote shows that he on some 

level appreciates that reading the letters represents an 

invasion of his late sister's privacy. It also communicates 

the power of writing to give Ana access to a self-generated 

identity, beyond his reach.^ 

Ana's oral discourse becomes cuiother source of 

contention, as both Patricio and the Inspector visit her 

psychiatrist (Patricio 122-127; Malasombra 159-164) and 

discuss Ana's sessions in a clear violation of her trust. 

The therapist tells the Inspector that "la chica estaba 

siendo empujada al caos, al suicidio" (162). Patricio 

accuses Mario of the same thing: "Usted la empujo al caos, 

usted" (117), then the doctor (124). Inspector Malasombra, 

in turn, mentally accuses Patricio (107) in an attempt to 

rationalize his own active role in Ana's death. 

Bernarda: The Siibaltern Speaks 

The novel's critique of traditional Argentine family 

structure and social institutions would not be complete 

'johnny Payne, Conquest of the New Word: Experimental Fiction and 
Translation in the Americas, "...epistolary fiction and letters 
in general become attempts at maintaining hope and the 
possibilities of dialogue in the face of discommunication and 
isolation reigning among Argentine intellectuals during the 
military regime." "Letters (also) constitute, in their very 
writing and reading, a certain act of faith in the possibility of 
communication" 101-09. Cited in Tierney-Tello. 
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without attention to that "member of the feunily who is not 

one", the female domestic servauit. This section looks at the 

life and death of the character of Bemarda, the Renati's 

longtime maid. It specifically exeunines the ambivalent 

status of the female domestic within the family, and how the 

death trope is used to restore to Bemarda the voice and 

subjectivity denied her during her life as a servant. Pozzi 

reveals an awareness of the class and ethnity as additional 

categories of oppression for women. Through the vivid 

depiction of the Bemarda' s preparations for death, this 

secondary character (in both the textual and social sense) 

is reclaimed from the silence/darkness of the margins, and 

in dying, is reborn at the center of the narrative. Again, 

subversive feminine discourse is foregrounded as an 

essential stratecry of resistance to social oppression. 

Cynthia Steele's phrase "The Other Within" captures the 

contradictions inherent in the role of the domestic servant. 

The live-in servant occupies a precarious position, due to 

the tension between the fundamentally economic basis of her 

relationship to her employer and the secondary, affective 

ties that are encouraged by intimate living arrangements. 

Deep mutual emotional attachments between a maid and her de 

facto familia may develop, despite class and ethnic and/or 

cultural differences. Yet such bonds do not eliminate the 
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real potential for economic, sexual emd psychological 

exploitation of the servant. In fact, being housed with the 

employing family, by alienating the servant from her social 

group of origin, may facilitate such oppression. 

The uncertain, shifting definition of the maid's place 

in the home is well depicted in El lento rostro. Several 

scenes in the novel confirm the frankly ambivalent status of 

Bernarda vis-a-vis the Renati family. The considerable 

slippage between the economic and emotional dimensions of 

the servant role, and the resultant psychological damage 

suffered by Bemarda are made evident. Ultimately, though, 

Bernarda comes to occupy a psychic and physical space of 

resistance. 

The first view of Bernarda in the opening pages of the 

novel tends to emphasize the loyalty and affection she has 

for the family. As the only person present at Patricio's 

side when Ana's corpse is found, Bernarda substitutes for 

the deceased mother. She consoles Patricio, and she is 

charged with the delicate and difficult task of preparing 

Ana's body for interment. Bernarda also serves as a 

repository of family history, noting that Ana "Igual que la 

abuela...no cabe en el feretro" (16) and recalling details 

of the grandmother's death. Bernarda's attitude toward Ana 

seems tender: she carefully covers the dead girl's face with 

jasmines and murmurs "pobrecita". Overall, this scene 
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suggests a genuine sentimental attachment between servant 

and employer. 

In siibsequent scenes, Bemarda' s devotion to the 

Renatis is contrasted with the family's ambivalent, and at 

times conteiT5>tuous, attitude toward their maid. Sefiora 

Renati and the children vacillate between affirming Bemarda 

as "family" and dismissing her a "mere" servant. When an 

outing with Patricio delays their arrival to Ana's 

graduation party, for example, her mother tries to placate 

Ana's anger (and excuse her negligence) by insisting that 

Bemarda could have represented the family at the event: "no 

era para tanto...y que la hxibiera invitado a Bemarda, pero 

Ana que Bemarda era una sirvienta y mama que no, y ella 

casi llorando que si, sirvienta, sirvienta, sirvienta, 

repetxa" (40) . Later, when Patricio and his mother travel to 

Greece, Ana is once again abandoned, consigned to spend 

three months in a convent school. Patricio suggests that 

perhaps Ana would have been better off left in Bemarda' s 

care, but this time the mother stresses the maid's 

inferiority: "pero mama que no, que al final de cuentas 

quien era Bemarda" (50) . These examples illustrate the 

essential instability of Bemarda' s role. She is included in 

the family unit or excluded from it arbitrarily, according 

to the needs of the mistress/employer. 
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When discussing Bemarda, the Renatis exhibit an 

obsession with class difference so powerful that it sxibsxaines 

gender difference. In one telling exchange, Patricio (who 

provides first-person narration here) tells his mother that 

he's grown accustomed to his father's absence 

"acostxambrandome a vivir entre mujeres, tres mujeres precise 

con una mueca de burla y ella riendo otra vez, la pobre 

Bemarda, no se sabe muy bien (sic) a que sexo pertenece" 

(38). Patricio replies "el aaxo no p«ro la claae si.-.es iina 

delirante y ella agregando, no, mucho mas simple, una 

frustrada, un desperdicio" (emphasis added). Patricio makes 

a weak attempt to soften his mother's tone, saying "mama no 

digas eso, pero si" (38) . This conversation reveals a 

distorted vision of the working-class woman that appears to 

deny the possibility of a subaltern sexuality or 

subj ectivity. 

In the passages cited above, the reader leams much 

about the Renatis' attitudes toward Bemarda, but very 

little about hov/ Bemarda herself experiences this constant 

dehumanization. She remains an ancillary character, rarely 

speaking until she is interviewed by the Inspector, who is 

motivated by "una curiosidad malsana" (142) and hopes to 

discover the motive for Ana's betrayal of her brother. This 

interrogation prompts Bemarda to reflect on her conflicted 

relationship with the family. The encounter, related by an 
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omniscient narrator, reveals Bemarda's acute awareness of 

her inferior social status and her capacity for resistance. 

When the line of questioning moves in a dangerous 

direction, loyalty to the family precludes Bemarda's 

cooperation with the Inspector, who represents the military 

government responsible for Ana's death. Her strategies of 

resistance in the face of the Inspector's queries belongs to 

the category of "las tretas del debil". Bemarda first 

retreats into the refuge of silence, but then fears that "El 

hombre puede interpretar su silencio como una afirmacion de 

sus palabras" (144). Next, she consciously exploits her 

subordinate position and the diminished expectations 

associated with it to feign ignorance and thus, justify her 

silence: "Yo no se nada...Yo era la sirvienta. . . A una 

sirvienta. . .no se le explica lo que hacen los ninos de la 

casa" (144-5) . Even as she outwardly identifies with the 

servant role, however. Internally Bemarda registers the 

pain generated by this strategic identification: 

Y esta diciendo "sirvienta" como si golpeara las 

cacerolas...el silencio de la conversacion cuando 

ella entraba...Su propia vision de esa categoria 

indigna la llena de hiunillacion. (144-5, emphasis 

added) 

Thus, Bemarda consciously performs the role of the simple, 

ignorant maid, both to protect Patricio and to resist the 
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intrusion of male emd state authority into the private, 

feminine space of her apartment. As a strategy of resistance 

it is effective but it carries a heavy emotional price. This 

is coiranunicated by Bemarda's one overt gesture of 

resistance. When the visit ends with the frustrated 

Inspector flinging the insult "jVieja local" at her, 

Bemarda responds with the surprising rejoinder "jasesino!' 

(146) . 

In the previous exchange, an opposition is established 

between the use of language (spoken and written) and 

reliance on other modes of understanding and expression. The 

ability to manipulate language emerges as a key marker for 

class difference, as linguistic mastery distinguishes 

Bemarda from her educated, upper-class charges. Bemarda 

has little formal schooling and an uneasy relationship with 

language ("cAcaso ella no era xina mujer de pocos alcances, 

que leia trabajosamente [...]?", 196) , but possesses a gift 

for intuitive understanding. Thus, while Ana and Patricio 

speak in an exaggeratedly elevated register, Bemarda 

nevertheless grasps the essence of their discourse: 

"Hablaban como en los libros [ . . . ] para que yo no 

entendiera. Usaban palabras dificiles. Pero yo entendia 

[...] Hubiera querido no entender, pero entendia" (142). 

Paradoxically, Bemarda comprehends, on a deep level, what 

she hears, but she lacks confidence in the expressive 
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possibilities of leuiguage to communicate what she knows. She 

resists talking to the Inspector about Ana and Patricio's 

special relationship partly for this reason: "^quien la 

entenderia? Ella no sabxa hablar. No conocia esas lindas 

palabras de los libros. Pero igual sabia, sabia..." (149). 

Thus, lack of access to "correct* speech marks Bemarda as a 

subaltern and limits her options for self-expression, but 

she is compensated by intuitive comprehension. 

The narrative privileges inner wisdom and nonverbal 

communication by suggesting that intuition is a valid tool 

for creating and discerning meaning. The text also avoids 

essentialism by explaining Bernarda's "gift" as the result 

of her life experiences (rather than her gender or 

ethnicity): "(N)o sabe muchas cosas pero ha perseguido ratas 

y ha limpiado trapos con sangre y ha lavado a los muertos. 

El hedor y la fealdad del mundo no le son desconocidos" 

(144) . 

After the visit from the Inspector, intuition brings 

Bernarda foreknowledge of her own imminent death: "Sabia que 

morirxa pronto...la muerte se sentaba a sus pies y comenzaba 

a decirle cosas, a convencerla" (146-7). This premonition 

brings Bernarda peace ("una gran paz"), for hers will be the 

easy, "good death" of an old woman, unlike the young Ana's 

violent end. Bernarda does not fear her coming death, 

rather, the knowledge of it frees her from fear of the 
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Inspector, as evidenced in the way she inverts his final 

insult ("iVieja local"), turning it into an affirmation: 

"iQue vieja local se dijo aitieOslemente, con cortes ironia. 

iQue vieja1" (150). 

Bemarda's distrust of language determines how she 

approaches the preparations for her death. Lacking access to 

words ("esas lindas palabras de los libros"), she chooses 

not to leave amy written texts of her life story. Instead, 

she relies on carefully constructed spatial and corporeal 

representations of her "self to be examined by whomever 

finds her body. Her first thoughts are of projecting the 

proper image to these spectators: 

Sabia que moriria pronto. Queria dejar su cuarto 

limpio, antes de la muerte. Banarse. Ordenar los 

zapatos en el estante y sacudir las almohadas. Que 

nadie sintiera asco al entrar en su cuarto. Que 

nadie pensara ;como vive esta gente1, ni corriera 

presuroso a lavarse las manos despues de tocarla. 

(147) 

This quotation betrays a preoccupation with the themes of 

exposure and judgement by the Other. The use of the phrase 

"como vive esta gente" in particular conveys Bernarda's 

sensitivity and resistance to further degradation or 

humiliation by those of superior social status. 
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For Bemarda, scrupulous cleanliness has always been a 

means of self-validation, a way of resisting identification 

with the lowly category of servcuit ("Ella hctbia sido sieit5)re 

tan prolija, tan limpia. Exageras, Bemarda, decia la 

senora, pero ella insistia..." (147). While she lived in the 

Renati home, Bemarda's fastidiousness had been a way of 

imprinting her individuality on the space alloted to her by 

her employers. Following Ana's death Bemarda moved into her 

own apartment, a small room described as "un cuarto 

estrecho" y "triste". Now, as death approaches, cleanliness 

and order again become her means of self-expression as 

Bemarda, through painstaking preparations, transforms her 

hiimble quarters into a sort of theatre, or gallery, where 

her death will be staged. She leaves her personal papers in 

order, buys special supplies, scrubs, dusts, polishes, 

perfumes, and finally, makes the bed with linens 

"amarillentas por el tiempo, jamas usadas" (192). With these 

acts, Bemarda before dying reclaims her domestic labor, 

that which defined her as "sirvienta" and was alienated from 

her, for purposes of self-representation. 

Her body will become another artifact in this 

installation, allowing Bemarda to be simultaneously object 

and subject. It too must be meticulously prepared for the 

inevitable exhibition. A subtext in these scenes is the 

grotesque image of Ana's exposed dead body, which helps 
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explain Bemarda's concern with corporeal perfection ("Ella 

no serfa una muerta horrible, tendria el ccdaello pulcramente 

arreglado, las ufLas limpias", 148) . Her wish to avoid the 

extreme vulnerability and degradation to which Ana's 

violated body was sxibjected motivates Bemarda's 

preparations. She also seeks to project in death what her 

servant status denied her in life: dignity ("xina cierta 

dignidad" 193) . To this end she bathes and dresses 

carefully. 

After bathing, the elderly Bernarda puts on an 

embroidered white gown that she has been saving since she 

was a young girl, and retires to bed. Both the white 

nightgown and the "virgin" linens on her bed evoke the image 

of a bride on her wedding night. Throughout the narrative, 

Bernarda is presented as the Renatis regarded her: as 

essentially sexless, a subaltern located beyond gender {"no 

se sabe muy bien (sic) a que sexo pertenece") . Now the 

narrative contests the characterization of Bernarda as "una 

frustrada, un desperdicio", asserting her subjectivity and 

potential sexuality. Her personal history is told as a kind 

of revery, with emphasis on the body and sensory experience: 

Cerro los ojos. Recien entonces se permitio 

recordar, pensar [...] Veia mejor con los ojos 

cerrados [...] El esplendor de su cuerpo joven, el 
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olor de la leche reci^n derreunada, iina mafiana 

con jacintos enredados en un cerco de alambre, 

un cajon cQ^ierto mostreuido peifiuelos doblados 

(194). 

This lyrical passage introduces another heretofore hidden 

aspect of Bernarda's identity, grovinded in the expansive 

perspective of childhood, when the world is experienced 

primarily through the body ("el esplendor de su cuerpo 

joven") as a limitless realm of the senses. It is ironic and 

poignant that only in the moments before death does Bernarda 

regain access to the outward symbols of femininity and and 

the inner experience of female desire. 

Lying in bed, holding a portrait of the Renatis, 

Bernarda allows herself to reflect on her life. She recalls 

the material and spiritual hardship she suffered growing up 

in an arid northern province, a place so barren that the 

staple food was the bitter fruit of desert plants ("unos 

frutos grises...que apenas si daban fuerzas para respirar" 

195) . Once in the service of the Renatis, Bernarda enjoyed 

relative material abundance but did not escape emotional 

deprivation. Yet despite the marginalization she has lived 

with, Bernarda has conserved a sense of self-worth. She 

values her capacity to recognize love, if not to experience 

it first-hand: "No, ella no habia recibido el amor, pero lo 

habxa entrevisto..." (197). 
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She alone among the characters in the novel does not 

condenua absolutely the forbidden love that binds Patricio 

and Ana. Rather, she recognizes it as something both dark 

and beautiful ("algo maligno pero al mismo tiempo tam 

hermoso", 145). Bemarda recognizes love where others do 

not, perhaps because she has never known it: "En el Norte, 

en su pais, no se hablaba del agua, la sed era una coxrvpafiera 

fiel, sien5)re se tenia sed pero no se esperaba que las cosas 

cainbiaran. Ella, uzia •irvi«nta, habia sabido que el agua era 

poslble" (196-7, emphasis added). This statement is em 

affirmation of both hope and desire. 

In many ways, Bernarda's life story is the story of the 

other Argentina - poor, rural, peasant, indigenous, and 

female - that is excluded from the official portraits of 

national identity. The novel shows the reader what is 

usually invisible or ignored - the female domestic servant 

as subaltern woman. Pozzi's portrayal of Bemarda is used to 

expose and critique the dehiomanizing attitudes and 

practices that prevail in family/servant relations. She 

highlights the instability of Bernarda's role and the 

resultant psychological damage she suffers. While the other 

characters remain oblivious to Bernarda's subjectivity, her 

self, the narrative penetrates her private world and exposes 

it to the reader. In doing so, it moves Bemarda from the 

periphery (of the family/society) to the center of the 
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narration. It gives her a voice, one that is eloquent and 

expressive despite its hesitations. 

In addition, Bemarda's death scene is signficant for 

being the only instance of female solidarity represented in 

the novel, with Bemarda's change in attitude toward the 

dead Ana. Throughout the main action of the novel the female 

characters remain isolated from one amother, despite their 

shared experience of genderic alienation within the 

patriarchal fsunily. The women are divided by competition for 

male affection (represented by Patricio) in the case of 

Senora Renati and Ana, or by class, in the case of Bemarda. 

Moreover, Bemarda shared the Sefiora's view of Ana as a 

destructive force in the family unit, as "esa criatura 

maligna, vengadora...a quien ella no habia amado" (195). 

Ultimately, however, a Utopian female solidarity is 

established as the dying Bemarda, without wanting to, 

repeatedly remembers Ana's lifeless, broken body, then Ana 

as a baby, as a young girl. These images evoke in Bemarda a 

sense of kinship and compassion for the dead girl, who comes 

to symbolize all women's suffering ("Bastante habxa sufrido, 

la pobre", 149), and loss in its myriad forms. Bemarda 

allows the differences that separated the two women in life 

to disappear into their common experience of suffering, loss 

and death; "Tuvo lastima por ella, por todo lo perdido, por 

todo lo abandonado" (198). With this thought, Bemarda 
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surrenders to the darkness. The narrative thus suggests a 

possible basis for female vmity in similar experiences of 

oppression. 

In El lento rostro de la inocencia, Edna Pozzi exposes 

the multiple layers of silencing, exclusion and 

marginalization experienced by all women, and class and 

ethnicity are recognized as additional categories of 

exclusion that may intensify the experience of exclusion for 

subaltern women. The authoritarianism of the military 

dictatorship is implied to be an extreme manifestation of 

the oppressive quality of Argentine social institutions, 

beginning with the family. The novel insists on the 

renovation of the ideology and institutions that impede 

feminist consciousness and solidarity. 
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Writing the Limits of the Labyrinth: 
Martin, o el Juego de la Oca by Martha Gavensky 

Una novela [...] no es solamente 
ficcion, sino tambien una noticia: 
la noticia de que xina historia esta 
siendo escrita y que, por lo tanto, 
es real--

La literatura no es nada mas que la 
memoria de otro ser— 

Martha Gavensky 

I. Writing the Limits of the Labyrinth 

The cover illustration of the 1986 Catalogo edition of 

Martha Gavensky's novel Martin o el Juego de la Oca is an 

etching done by the author herself^. It depicts a scene 

drawn from the imagery of classic mythology. A nude woman 

lies face down, one arm pinned at her side, the other raised 

near her face in a pose of supplication. Over her, a massive 

beast v/ith the head of a lion and the body of a bull 

crouches. The beast holds the woman's head in its mouth, and 

it is clearly poised to penetrate her sexually. Parts of the 

beast's skeleton are apparent through the skin, suggesting 

it is a harbinger of death. Just visible in the right 

background is a hallway that hints at a possible escape 

route. This disturbing image incorporates the central themes 

and metaphors of the novel: masculine power expressed by 

domination of the feminine, and Argentine history as a 
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labyrinth haunted by the "beast" of authoritarianism. The 

plot of the Martin o el Juego de la Oca xinfolds as an 

investigation of one woman's disappearance during the Guerra 

Sucia, however the narrative stages an investigation of the 

larger question of the domination, control and 

"disappearance" of the category of the feminine under 

patriarchy. 

Labyrinth, mandala, spiral—these are the symbols that 

pervade the narrative, and serve as metaphors for its 

structure. By employing these images as the central motifs 

of the novel, Gavensky enters into a textual dialogue with 

two masters of contemporary Argentine literature: Borges 

and Cortazar. The novel's fragmented, non-linear narration, 

complete with instructions to the active reader ("El lector 

debera poner en orden cronologico las partes de este 

capitulo, ya que el autor no pudo hacerlo" [41]) invites 

comparisons with Cortazar's Rayuela, another novel abouc 

Argentines adrift in Paris. Likewise, the references to the 

labyrinth recall Borges's fascination with the symbolic 

possibilities of this structure. His classic story "El 

jardin de los senderos que se bifurcan", which posits the 

written text as a perfect labyrinth, where the forces of 

choice and chance interact to produce endless permutations 

' The title of che work is "La cita en Londres* (1975). According to the 
attribution page, it belongs to the collection of the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in London, England. 
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of reality, is an implicit sxibtext of Martin, o el Juego de 

la Oca. 

Gavensky's text proposes negotiating the labyrinth as a 

metaphor for reading and writing the history of the Proceso. 

The narrative both constructs the labyrinth and constitutes 

the way(s) out of it. Martin, the narrator, corr^ares himself 

to Dedalo: "Dedalo construye el laberinto a sabiendas. Pero 

lo que no sabe, lo que n;inca podra saber, es si el mismo 

podra -cuando entre alguna vez- encontrar la salida" (17). 

As the narration advances, retreats, doubles back, offering 

conflicting versions of events both real and imagined, the 

reader shares in the narrator's quest for meaning. Ester 

Gimbernat Gonzalez points out that the narrative structure 

employed by Gavensky works to dismantle the barrier between 

"lo actual y lo posible" : "El mandala resume en el diseno de 

BUS multiples sicfnos todas las lecturas posibles, abre todos 

los caminos hacia las contradicciones que en si lo refuerzan 

y conf irman (141) . Gimbernat Gonzalez goes on to note that 

the narrative draws attention to the process of writing, and 

thus to the fictitious quality of the (his)story being told, 

"dando enfasis a la intencion de mostrar los entretelones de 

la ficcion y los mecanismos que la haran funcionar como 

sustituto de una historia no contada" (Gimbernat Gonzalez 

152) . The untold histories of the Proceso are traced in 
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Martin's imagination, as he writes his way beyond the limits 

of the labyrinth. 

The allusion to the children's gsune el juego de la oca 

in the novel's title derives from the qualities of the 

labyrinth. The journey through the labyrinth undertaken by 

the players of el juego de la oca is also a metaphor for 

survival during the dictatorship. For them, each roll of the 

dice carries the ever present threat of "falling" into one 

of the "holes" {caerse en el pozo) . Martin, the narrator, 

happens to see the design of the game "Snakes and Ladders" 

in a London bookstore. Recognizing the board as a mandala, 

"su intuicion le dice que ese y no otro sera el diseflo, la 

estructura de su novela" (216) . In Paris, he finds the 

equivalent of the game: "Le Jeu de I'Oie" - "El Juego de la 

Oca" - of the title. Martin later explains the subtle 

linguistic associations that reinforce the metaphor of the 

game: 

Tambien se puede relatar la espiral de el juego de 

la oca a un arbol cosmico, a un mandala [...] 

tambien se puede deducir que oca (oie en franees) 

es una de las arcaicas formas del verbo 

"oir":oyer, en franees. Asi, este curioso juego, 

podria muy bien ser el juego del entendimiento 

{entendre, en franees). Pero mucho mejor: el juego 

de la oca es el juego del conocimiento. Del 
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Conocimiento, con mayuscula. El jugador, 

naturalmente, serra entonces un iniciado que debe 

atravesar el rito de pasaje de la espiral para 

llegar a saber. Saber: ^que? 

Por mi parte, pienso que yo quiero saber, 

entender lo que paso con Maida Vale. Entender el 

sentido oculto de la tragedia de Maida que, en 

definitiva es la tragedia de mi pais. (292-293) 

For Martin, writing is a way of returning to Buenos Aires, 

until such time as he can actually go home: "Algiin dia 

regresare a Buenos Aires con una mision: encontrar el amor" 

(293) . Publishing the novel is another goal, for Martin, 

this signifies the triumph of life over death (293) . 

The text is structured as a novel-within-a-novel. 

Martin, the narrator/author of this fictional 

autobiographical narrative, is an Argentine journalist 

forced into political exile by the 1976 military takeover. 

Living in Paris in 197 8, he is haunted by news reports of 

the atrocities of the Dirty War, and by the memory of a lost 

love who was disappeared by government forces. As a way of 

coping with his feelings of grief, guilt and impotence, 

Martin writes. The novel, then, is Martin's imagined account 

of the events leading up to the disappearance of his former 

lover, psychologist Maida Vale. The narration displays many 

of the features of recent Argentine historiographic 
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narrative signaled by Morello-Frosch, including fragmented 

or partial versions of history, ellipsis, and en^hasis on 

memory, speculation and subjective interpretation in place 

of "fact" ("Biografias" 60-61). 

The story that Martin invents begins in Buenos Aires in 

March of 1976, just days before the military coup that 

ousted Isabel Peron. One evening, Martin encounters Maida 

Vale and fellow psychologist Alma Marceau at a party. None 

of the three has met their host, the enigmatic Guillermo 

Cappetone, before, and the climate of political uncertainty 

and fear pervades the gathering. Adding to the tense 

atmosphere is the unusually close relationship between 

Cappetone and his fourteen-year-old daughter, Norin, 

observed by the guests. Soon after this fateful evening, 

Martin decides to leave the country, while Guillermo 

Cappetone and Maida Vale begin a sexual relationship modeled 

after the affair depicted in Bertolucci's film Last Tango in 

Paris. The narrative alternates between the telling of two 

tragic love stories: the irrational passion shared by 

Guillermo and Maida, and the incestuous relationship between 

Guillermo and Norin. 

Martin, who is at once author, narrator and character, 

interrupts the narration regularly, sometimes to recount the 

events of his own life in exile (he affirms that "los 

argentinos son extranjeros en su propio pais y argentinos en 
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todas partes"). He also meditates frequently on the social 

function of writing. Martin's monologues form a 

metadiscourse on the act of narration as social history. The 

novel presents writing about the Guerra Sucia as a civic 

responsibility of the exile: 

No hay memoria [. . . ] no hay memoria y el error se 

repite una y otra vez. Salvaguardar la memoria, 

piensa ese debera ser de ahora en mas su linico 

objetivo. Salvaguardarla en gestos, en miradas, en 

palabras, en libros.(lOl) 

Martin can only imagine the true story behind Maida's 

disappearance, and that is sufficient, for doing so 

restores one more piece of the missing history, that is also 

the history of the missing. 

The use of a masculine narrator is a surprising element 

of the novel. Ester Gimbernat Gonzalez classifies the novel 

as an example of strategic "ventriloquism" in keeping with 

the definition offered by Lucia Guerra Cunningham: 

A common textual strategy in contemporary women's 

literature is to appropriate a masculine voice to 

parody and undermine the epistemological 

foundations of phallologocentrism. [...] This voice 

is ideologically employed with the intention to 

literally frame it and show its inconsistencies 

(Guerra Cunningham,"Splintering" 10) 
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As Gimbemat Gonzalez points out, Gavensky undercuts the 

narrative influence concentrated in the masculine narrator 

in several ways. The title, for example, suggests 

equivalence between the narrator and the gcime (Aventuras 

149) Gavensky also positions Martin in an ambivalent space 

between acceptance and abdication of textual authority. He 

vacillates between his role as narrator and character ("La 

novela - pareciera ser - ya ha empezado a escribirse a sz 

misma" [353]) and in the end rejects the roles of "author" 

and its implied "authority", one step removed from 

"authoritarianisn", seeming to recognize and reject the 

dangers of univocality. (Aventuras, 57) 

The text draws attention to the masking of the female 

author's voice beneath the masculine narrator's mainly via 

references to Greek mythology. As noted previously, Martin 

often refers to himself as "Dedalo" (Daedalos), and wonders 

which of the female characters will be his "Ariadne" . 

Daedalus, according to myth, constructed the Cretan 

Labyrinth to contain the half-bull, half-human Minotaur 

("the beast" of fascism) . Ariadne was instrumental in the 

slaying of the Minotaur, as it was she who devised the 

ingenious strategy that allowed her beloved, Theseus, to 

escape from the labyrinth after killing the monster. Ariadne 

gave him both a sword and a skein of yarn, by following the 

hilo conducente Theseus was able to retrace his steps to 
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safety.^ At critical points in the narration, nysterious 

female figures appear, offering blue cards on which are 

written the single word "Ariadna* first to Martin and then 

to Guillermo. Neither avails himself of the aid proffered; 

neither seems willing to set aside male power in favor of 

alternative, "feminine" survival strategies. 

II. Dancing with the Beast:Sade and Bertolucci as Intertexts 

Gavensky makes extensive use of intertextual clues to 

underscore the central themes of the novel. The two most 

significant examples employed are the Marquis de Sade's 

novel Les Infortunes de la vertu and Bernardo Bertolucci's 

film Last Tango in Paris. Both works have been condemned and 

censored as immoral, pornographic, and misogynist, yet both 

have also been widely studied, and are considered by some 

to be masterpieces. Both Sade and Bertolucci deal with 

themes of sexual obsession, transgression, and violence 

(including rape and sodomy). In the works of both men, power 

masquerades as lust, as the will to domination is displaced 

into the realm of the erotic. Through repeated references 

to their work, Gavensky establishes a symbolic framework for 

the exploration of the exercise of power in sexual and 

social relations. For both Sade and Bertolucci frame power 

'There is also an allusion to Penelope, whose constant knitting brought 
Ulysses back home, Martin declares "bravo destino, que solamente una 
mujer puede tejer. lY quien, entonces, va a encargarse de tejer el mio?" 
(38). Both Penelope's knitting and Ariadne's skein of yarn are classic 
gendered metaphors for writing that assert the presence of the female 
author, and the strategic deployment of the masculine voice. 
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in binary terms of dominance and siibmission, the only roles 

available to their characters, who inhabit carefully 

delineated erotic spaces. Gavensky's text examines the 

philosophical and practical implications of this 

understanding of power as domination of the Other, power as 

victimization. The novel draws a parallel between the 

nightmarish erotic "Utopias" (in fact, sexual torture 

chambers) created by Sade aund Bertolucci, and the dystopic 

national space of Argentina under dictatorship. 

As Lawrence W. Lynch signals, the Marquis de Sade wrote 

the first of three versions of the Justine novels between 

1785-88 while imprisoned in the Bastille. Over the next six 

years, he amplified the work with ever more graphic 

depictions of violence and sexual taboos (including incest) 

and experimented with various titles (Lynch 42) . Gavensky 

obviously modeled the title Martin, o el Juego de la Oca on 

the title of the 1788 version of Sade' s work, Justine, ou 

les Malheurs de la vertu; although all references in Martin 

are to the title borne by a subsequent version: Les 

Infortunes de la vertu. The basic plotline of all the 

versions is the same, the novel documents the tragic life of 

the orphaned heroine, Justine, who is repeatedly exploited 

by everyone she encounters. Her every kind act is punished. 

For example, when she helps a man escape from prison, he 

robs and rapes her. She is sexually abused, tortured, forced 
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to commit criminal acts, even assist in all manner of 

sexual torture perpetrated by a series of evil "guardicuis". 

Through the constant repetition of this cycle in which vice 

always triumphs over virtue, Sade contests the dominant 

value system of his day. Sade exposes Justine's Christiaui 

"virtue" as a kind of obstinate naivete; and asserts that 

she in fact participates in her own victimization. But as 

Lawrence W. Lynch affirms, Justine is not a character so 

much as a prop for Sade's thesis novel: "(S)he is not 

intended to acquire wisdom, as would normally be the case in 

a hildungsroman [...] She is a thing, a means to the end of 

demonstration that one good turn does not deserve another" 

(44). Sade's notions of willful passivity and self-

victimization are questioned through the novel's central 

metaphor of "seduction" by the beast. Gavensky positions the 

reader in a point of ambivalence between the beast and his 

victim, and their conflicting perspectives on events. 

References to Les Infortunes de la vertu in Gavensky's 

novel are largely restricted to the physical presence of the 

book as an object, without any explicit mention of the 

storyline. Especially important is the visual image on the 

book cover, which suggests the disturbing themes of Sade's 

work, just as the artwork that appears on the cover of 

Gavensky's novel communicates its thematic content. The 

image on the cover of Les Infortunes de la vertu depicts a 
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young blonde woman seen from behind, her back bloody from a 

whipping. Lawrence W. Lynch notes that in Sade's writings, 

whipping figures prominently, both as a punishment for 

victims (often for maintaining moral virtue), and as 

algolognia, the desire to be whipped for sexual 

gratification. In her hands the figure holds a rosary so 

that the cross is clearly visible. This image is repeated so 

often as to become a leitmotif; it insinuates the incest 

theme of Martin, foreshadows the outcome of the decisive 

encounter between Guillermo Cappetone and Norin, and 

instructs the reader about each character based on how each 

reacts to the image. 

The first allusion to the work comes in chapter one 

when Tere, the Cappetone's maid, finds the novel on Norin's 

nightstand. Because of the cover image, even an uninformed 

reader such as Tere recognizes this as unfit reading 

material for a 13-year-old. Furthermore, tucked into the 

pages of the novel is a newspaper photograph of Guillermo 

and Norin, taken when the two were rescued after being 

stranded by a snowstorm in a remote hut during a ski 

excursion in Bariloche. In the photograph "Norin parece otra 

persona; un rostro mas maduro, una mirada amarga. Se diria 

una mujer de treinta anos y no una nina de trece" (14). The 

juxtaposition of the photograph and Les Infortune suggests 

sexual transgression in general, and the incest trope in 
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particular, as a central element in Gavensky's novel. As the 

narrative progresses references to both book and photograph 

fiinction as shorthamd for the tragic culmination of the 

incestuous desire shared by Guillermo and Norin in the 

failed utopic space of Bariloche. 

At the party hosted by Cappetone, Norin dresses up in 

one of her late mother's elegant theatrical costiimes, and 

carries a pearl rosary. When Maida Vale first sees Norin, 

she iinmediately recalls the bloody figure from the edition 

of Sade's novel. Maida's perception of something malevolent 

in Norin is compounded by conversation about political 

violence and exile: "siente un males tar: algo como vin 

oculto, perverso entendimiento entre las [dos] voces. Y todo 

eso se amalgama ahora con la extrafla figura de la nina junto 

a los ventanales [...] Maida Vale ahoga un grito [...]. (51) 

Guillermo Cappetone's reactions to the allusions to 

Sade's novels are telling, and they reflect the emotional 

transformation of the character. When he first encounters a 

copy of the novel in a store display window, Guillermo 

merely thinks "Curioso. Un libro frances justo en el momento 

en que pensaba en un viaje a Paris" (34) . Later, in 

Bariloche, he finds a copy of Les Infortunes in the hut 

where he and Norin take shelter from the storm. After noting 

that the cover design is "muy audaz", Gui opens the novel, 

but "(S)u mirada cae en un parrafo incompresible para el". 
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The fragment cited ("*...de la membrane qui assure la 

virginite; il faut necessarement un enfant pour cette 

operation. QWobserve-1-on dans I'age de puberte? ") alludes 

to the deflowering of a virgin. However, as he doesn't 

understand French, Gui doesn't comprehend the relevance of 

this passage to the situation that he cind Norin are in. Nor 

does he seem to conprehend the consequences of acting on his 

incestuous impulses, blinded as he is by his fantasy of a 

perpetual present in which Norin remains forever a child, 

and forever his. In the end, Gavensky's text sxibverts Sade's 

ideal of absolute personal and sexual freedom, as Gui 

chooses virtue over victimization. He stops short of 

constmimating a sexual relationship with Norin when he senses 

that he is causing her physical pain, unable to experience 

pleasure from the pain of another, as would a true Sadeian 

hero. He then engages in self-flagellation with a leather 

belt; "mortification of the flesh" being prescribed in some 

Catholic orders as an appropriate castigation for lust. In 

this way, the image of Gui with the belt is the counterimage 

to the leitmotif of the bloodied female victim of sadistic 

male domination. The narrative, after appearing to 

participate in Guillermo and Norin's incestuous fantasies, 

ends with this clear rejection of Utopian incestuous 

eroticism, whether based on the Sadeian model or on a 

foundational myth. 
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This rejection of treuiscendent eroticism is reinforced 

by the parallel course of Gui's affair with Maida Vale. It 

is significant that Gui's self-denial ultimately comes too 

late to save Norin from the psychological, if not the 

physical damage, of violating the incest taboo. Similarly, 

Gui's belated efforts to save Maida from the right-wing 

security forces in which he is active will also fail. Gui's 

conversion comes too late, and his sins of omission become a 

death sentence for Maida and deprive him of a chance for 

redemption. 

The intertextual relationship between the novel and the 

Bernardo Bertolucci film Last Tango in Paris is much more 

extensive than that with Sade's Justine. In fact, the 

storyline of the novel closely follows that of the film, and 

the novel's central characters, Guillermo and Maida, reenact 

in nearly exact detail several key scenes from Tango. 

Therefore, a basic familiarity with the structure, themes 

and symbolism of Bertolucci's film is a prerequisite for 

undertaking a critical interpretation of Gavensky's novel. 

The novel integrates the film's often neglected political 

themes, framed as a condemnation of the authoritarian 

ideology underlying the bourgeois family, into Gavensky's 

critique of authoritarian Argentine social institutions, 

from the family to the military state. 
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To briefly siommarize the plot of the film, the yoxing, 

frivolous Jeanne and the aging, bitter Paul (Marlon Bremdo) 

meet by chance in eui entity apartment in Paris, where Paul 

forces himself on Jeanne. They continue to meet in the 

apartment, which Paul insists must be a refuge against the 

intrusions of society and history. He establishes the rules 

of engagement: they must not exchange cuiy personal 

information, not even leam. one another's names. Paul seems 

intent on dominating his personal demons through the 

systematic degradation of Jeanne, especially (but not 

exclusively) by means of abusive sexual acts. An exile from 

his country, Paul seeks to escape his personal history, but 

inevitably fails, for he has internalized that which he is 

fleeing. In the end, Paul exhausts the possibilities of his 

exaggerated masculinity and tries to relate to Jeanne 

outside the apartment. But their meeting in the tango palace 

degenerates into parody, and Jeanne finally turns the 

masculine weapon of violence against Paul, shooting him in 

her family's apartment. 

Because of its sexual content, and the participation of 

a mainstream Hollywood star of the stature of Marlon Brando, 

Last Tango in Paris generated a great deal of public 

notoriety when it was released in 1972. The provocative 

subject matter distracted many filmgoers from thoughtful 
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consideration the work's themes.^ Among film scholars, 

Bertolucci, who has well known ties to the Italian Commiinist 

Party, has a reputation as a political director, and film 

critic Joan Mellen affirms that "Last Tango in Paris seems 

as if it is about sex it is, in disguise, the most 

political of Bertolucci's films so far—his most ambitious 

attempt to integrate Marx and Freud". However, for the 

uninitiated, the political themes of Bertolucci's films are 

often obscured by his use of complex sexual metaphor; Last 

Tango may be seen as emblematic of this tendency. Critic 

Daniel Lopez notes that Bertolucci frequently interweaves 

political and sexual themes, and that "deviant" sexuality 

(homosexuality, incest) often overlaps with political 

fanaticism in his works. Lopez characterizes Last Tango in 

Paris as "an indictment of one of society's cornerstones, 

the bourgeois family, all too apt to suppress manifestations 

of spontaneous feelings in its members" (1) . The film 

testifies to the tendency of these repressed impulses "to 

resurface in a distorted guise" (Lopez 1), as illustrated by 

the sadistic attitude of the film's male protagonist. 

The reference in the film's title to the tango, the 

cultural form recognized throughout the world as most 

'The popular fascination with the "pornographic" elements of the film, 
and the resultant trivialization of its themes, is represented in the 
novel by "background' conversations about the infamous anal penetration 
scene. 
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xiniquely Argentine, is not accidental; rather, it bespeaks 

the Italian director's interest in Argentine literature and 

culture, as well as his fascination with the erotic. As 

critic David Sadkin points out, the tcuago is a reoccurring 

symbol in Bertolucci's films, used to convey his perception 

of the artificial nature of bourgeois gender relations. 

Sadkin affirms that in Last Tango, the dance "is the central 

metaphor for human relationships: its stylized movements 

connote passion devoid of warmth; every effort is made to 

toally avoid eye contact" (167). Furthermore, Sadkin sees a 

link between the tango and one of Bertolucci's early films, 

The Spider's Stratagem, which was based on a short story by 

Jorge Luis Borges. The Borges work deals with the theme of 

gender in terms of destruction: specifically, the propensity 

of some female arachnids to devour their male partners after 

mating, and the adaptive behaviors that their male 

counterparts have evolved. Several critics cite The Spider's 

Strategem as an important subtext in Tango; Sadkin reads the 

masturbation scene in the tango palace as a subversion of 

the Borgeian paradigm.(Sadkin 167-8). Thus, the references 

to the tango represent the sterile, bourgeois parody of 

"passion" that Paul and Jeanne hope to transcend through 

their savage erotic experiments. The tango is Bertolucci's 

preferred metaphor for male-female relations confined within 

rigid social institutions. 
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Bertolucci's denxinciation of the bourgeois family 

focuses the authoritarisui basis of the institution, and that 

way that it conditions gender relations. The contaminating 

influence of patriarchal authoritarianism is made explicit 

in the film through the figure of Jeanne's late father, a 

colonel who died in Algiers (thus symbolizing the French 

colonial legacy) , who is idealized by both Jeanne and her 

mother; his gun, boots and hat are fetishized symbols of 

masculine authority that continue to arouse his widow. Yet 

other characters in the film testify to the colonel's racism 

and brutality, especially toward the poor and weak. The 

significance of the idealized military father figure is that 

Jeanne, like her mother and perhaps all bourgeois women, has 

been socialized from childhood to be seduced by the symbols 

and spectacle of male power. 

Jeanne's receptiveness to Paul's physical and emotional 

cruelty may thus be explained as an Oedipal fixation with 

extreme expressions of masculine authority. Bertolucci has 

noted that "You could say [...] that the whole story is an 

oedipal projection on the part of the girl; after all, she 

is 19 and Brando 48. And his story could be another oedipal 

projection-he feels, in a way, that he is as much the son of 

his wife as he is the father of the girl" (Bachmann 5). 

Several critics concur with Joan Mellen's observation 

that Jeanne is a classic ancillary female character, who 
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exists only as a prop for the examination of Paul's 

problems: "the imagery of the film is governed by the grsmd, 

machismo (sic) beauty of Paul and the inferiority of Jeanne 

[...] She may be sexually vibrant and alluring, but she is 

without depth, real character, or the capacity to rise to 

the role of heroine or rebel* (Mellen 13). Mellen concludes 

that "Bertolucci thus sustains the culture's degradation of 

women in his film" (12) . The most extreme example of this is 

the anal rape scene where Paul forces Jeanne to repeat a 

catechism on conformity (the rape was not in the original 

script, but added during filming, per Bachmann, 7). When 

asked about the meaning of Bertolucci offered this 

explanation: 

It seemed clearer to me, if he accompanied the 

oral lecture with suffering caused to her in a 

direct way, performing for her, by using her, the 

double-faced violence he was describing [...] Her 

drive to be free, when she screams "Liberty, 

liberty!" is very real and also double-faced; she 

wants to be free of what he is talking about but 

also free of him. What he is doing to her, thus, 

is a sort of didactic savagery. (Bachmann 5) 

The director's term, "didactic savagery", could also be used 

to describe the tactics of the Dirty War. The element of 

psychological and physical control of the feminine/feminized 
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depicted in this scene thus becomes am apt metaphor for 

political repression in Martin. 

Jeanne's father taught her to shoot, amd in the film's 

closing scene, she in turn uses his gxin to kill Paul when he 

pursues her into her mother's apartment. The father's gun is 

a classic symbol of phallic power -in David Sadkin's words 

"the ultimate lethal resurrection of the penis" (Sadkin 

168) . As Sadkin notes, it is Paul's atten^jt at usurpation of 

the paternal role, symbolized by his donning of her father's 

hat, that provokes Jeanne to shoot him. As the film ends, it 

is unclear whether Jeanne is merely rebelling against Paul's 

control, or making a more revolutionary break with male 

domination. This becomes the central ideological question 

posed in Gavensky's novel. Guillermo's seduction of Maida is 

a meant to be read as an allegory for events in the 

political realm. The text, like Bertolucci's film, asks why 

Argentina allows itself to be seduced by "the beast" of 

f a s c X sm > 

There are a number of important correspondences between 

Paul, the anti-hero of Tango, and Guillermo Cappetone, the 

protagonist of Martin. Both characters are widowers (Paul's 

wife committed suicide, while Gui's died of natural causes); 

both long for and fear emotional connection with women, and 

both seek to sublimate their desire and act out thir fearful 

impulses in brutal seductions of younger women. Both 
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characters use sex and domination of women to condensate for 

their sense of weakness -

Much of the audience's insight into Paul's character is 

developed through Bertolucci's use of cinema verite 

techniques in Tango, as in the key scenes where Brando, as 

Paul, improvises a monologue about the unhappy childhood 

that has left him emotionally scarred. He describes both 

parents as alcoholics, his father is especially reviled as 

"a drunk, tough—super-masculine" who repeatedly hvimiliated 

his son. 

The clear implication of this monologue is that, 

unconsciously and unwillingly, Paul has modeled the very 

attitudes and behaviors that he hated in his father. Paul 

projects of his hatred of his drunkard mother onto all of 

the women he relates to. Paul's inability to show love drove 

his wife first to an affair, then to suicide. His affair 

with Jeanne, like his marriage, is a doomed attempt to 

resolve his ambivalence toward his own emotional 

vulnerability. His exaggerated machismo is shown to be 

nothing more than a performance of masculinity rooted in 

self-loathing. 

Similarly, the few clues provided to the reader about 

Guillermo's past reveal that like Paul, Guillermo comes from 

a lower-class family, and feels shame about his origins. 
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Gui's only memories of his youth focus on class difference 

as the source of a profoiind sense of inferiority: 

La cocina oscura al fondo de un patio en una casa 

de bajos en el barrio de Floresta, la pobreza 

pintada a lamparones sobre el delantal de cocina 

de su madre. Los bolsillos vacios, colado los 

domingos en la cancha de futbol. Y despues, esa 

incredible, siempre insatisfecha necesidad sexual 

de su adolescencia, cuando toda mujer que veia 

eran el diario objeto de su ansiedad. (32) 

This fragment shows the convergence of economic and sexual 

lack in Gui's psyche. Later, seduction became Gui's primary 

strategy for coping with his feeling of inadequacy and 

powerlessness: 

bajo su memoria [...]pasaron las jovencitas del 

barrio que cayeron bajo su mirada seductora; las 

mujeres casadas, cuyos maridos fingian luego 

ignorar los hechos. Y tambien aparecieron per ahx 

dos o tres mujeres maduras, amigas de su 

madre. (328) 

Through the exercise of his considerable sexual prowess, the 

adolescent Gui begins his lifelong escape from poverty, and 

the limitations of inferior economic status: "Guillermo 

atraviesa en una rafaga ligera y dolorosa el camino de su 

ascenso social. El dinero, el poder y otra vez mas mujeres" 
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(329) . The text thus esteiblishes lack, experienced as 

powerlessness and vulnerability, as the driving force 

behind Guillermo's obsession with power, status and sex. 

Marriage to Betty represented a brief period of peace, but 

after her death, "la vida de Guillermo Cappetone volvio a su 

cauce normal: la dureza, el ascenso, el desorbitado amor al 

poder, incluso la venganza" (329). It is at this point that 

he meets Maida Vale. 

The character of Maida corresponds to the film's female 

lead, Jeanne, but Gavensky breaks with the parallelism 

between the two works by creating two complementary female 

roles, the mature woman (Maida) and the naive young girl 

(Norin). The addition of a strong, mature female character 

may be a gesture at correcting the power imbalance at work 

in Tango referred to previously. Maida's vocation as a 

psychoanalyst is also significant in the dynamic of the 

relationship with Gui. Her training affords her a level of 

professional authority which he finds threatening. As David 

William Foster notes "the prevalence of psychological and 

psychiatric analysis among certain classes in Buenos Aires 

has the dimensions of a national trait" (Foster, Violence 

123), thus, Maida's profession is a marker for social class 

that reminds Gui of his humble origins. Moreover, as her 

colleague Alma Marceau reminds Maida, "la psicologia es una 

actividad reveladora. El peligro esta en descubrir la 
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verdad..." (66) . For this reason, the profession was targeted 

for repression during the dictatorship. Gui's ambiguous 

relationship to the security forces puts both him and Maida 

in danger. Before he went into exile, Martin tried to warn 

Maida to be careful of her association with people like Gui, 

but she did not heed his warning. 

After meeting her at the party, Guillermo visits Maida 

at her office, where they reenact the opening scene of 

Tango. Gui is uncomfortable with feminine power, and uses 

various tactics to maintain his customary superior status. 

He insists on standing, so that he may direct his "mirada 

seductora" dov/n on Maida. Elsewhere in the text Gui's gaze 

is described as "de gris acero. Igual que el acero" (12). He 

himself recognizes his gaze as an expression of male power 

("Mirar, para Guillermo Cappetone, es una forma de poseer. 

Una mas" [120]). Finally, he forces himself on her, pinning 

her down on the sofa while removing her clothes, and finally 

raping her. 

This scene is retold several times in the narration 

from Guillermo's perspective. Gui insists on the consensual 

nature of the encounter ("El grito de Maida Vale no fue 

jamas el grito de una mujer violada" [249]), although other 

evidence ("de un solo tiron, rasga con su mano libre la 

pantimedia de Maida Vale" [247]) leads the reader to a 

different conclusion. Here Gavensky, like Pozzi, focuses on 
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the distinction between "seduction" and "rape", as 

symptomatic of male self-blinding to feminine suffering. 

Later, Guillermo expresses disdain for the women who 

are conquered by his cruelty, asking 

i.Que clase de placer, que perversion es capaz de 

transformar asi el castigo en goce, la humillacion 

en felicidad? Si el fuera xina mujer [...] no se 

dejaria amar jamas por el. Si el fuera una mujer 

buscaria seguramente la temura, ion hombre suave 

que pudiera bafiarla con caricias, o la dulzura que 

el mismo siente por Norin. (120) 

Adding to the irony of this assertion is the fact that it is 

written by Martin, who wonders if he lost Maida because he 

was "not man enough". The novel captures the tension arising 

from constructing gender identity as a series of binary 

oppositions (conquered/conquered). Gavensky' reworking of 

the sexual metaphors used in Last Tango In Paris does not 

reproduce the poetic justice of the film (the abused Jeanne 

"wins" by killing her tormentor). Instead, Maida becomes a 

victim of the security forces that Guillermo works with, a 

difference that highlights the dangers of "seduction". 

III. Familia, patria y potestad: The Imposition of Innocence 

One of the strengths of the novel is that it captures 

the psychological atmosphere of life under the Proceso. The 

characters experience the paranoia and free-floating anxiety 
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typical of life tmder dictatorship. Gavensky manages to 

convey the psychic pain of living with the consteuit threat 

of violence without reliance on explicit textual depictions 

of violence. There are references to the persecution of 

journalists and psychoeinalysts; Martin sees a collegue 

detained; Gui hears the cries of a torture victim; and of 

course Maida disappears from the apartment where she and 

Guillermo meet at the end of the novel. The effect is 

achieved through the repetition of certain expressions, such 

as "El enemigo acecha en cualquier lado"; and "los fascistas 

estan entre nosotros". There are also metaphors for 

violence, such the description of the force-feeding process 

of the geese that produce the French delicacy fole gras. A 

drunk in a Parisian bar describes the "sessions" in 

grotesque detail, noting that "Las sesiones duraran tanto 

como la bestia pueda aguantar. No hay un limite preciso" 

(103). Martin, reflecting on the spectacle, opines that the 

man is a "torturador", and that the impulse for cruelty is a 

universal human trait: "El foie gras o la guillotina, poco 

importa, pero el apetito del hombre es la muerte" (104). 

The incipient panic provoked by the "culture of fear" 

is best illustrated by character of Nor in, who undergoes a 

painful initiation into both sexual and political knowledge. 

Despite Guillermo's paternal fantasy of an ever-childlike 

Norin, she is confronted with social reality. Norin is 
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forced into awareness by her peers, Susana cuid Berenice, 

who represent the political and the sexual respectively. In 

an oneiric sequence, Norin suddenly imagines that the two 

girls who have come to partake of the civilized ritual of 

afternoon tea literally assault her, taunting her with her 

ignorance and bombarding her with information she doesn't 

want to hear. The taut writing style amplifies the effect of 

the scene on the reader. Gavensky employs stacatto rhythms 

as the girls' shouts build to an orgasmic intensity and 

physical violence escalates. An excerpt illustrates the 

quality of the language, as the two voices and themes (sex 

and politics) alternate: 

"c.No te conto tu papa lo que hacen un hombre y una 
mujer cuando estan en la cama?" 

"<f.No sabes nada de la familia, de la patria y la 
potestad, vos?" 

"<:No sabes que los libros estan prohibidos, que la 
gente se siente obligada a quemarlos, que no se 
puede ya leer?" 

Sabes lo que es el pecado carnal?" 
"cSabes que ahora leer es pecado?" (164) 

With this skillful juxtaposition of carnal and political 

knowledge, Gavensky implicates the trinity of familia, 

patria and potestad in the control of truth. In the fantasy, 

Norin (projecting her awareness onto her friends) identifies 

Qui as the self-appointed gatekeeper of sexual and political 

knowledge. His paternal authority, combined with his links 

to the state security forces, make him the embodiment of 

patria potestad. Susana asks her "'A vos, tu papa, £.no te 
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cuenta nada?'* euid Berenice replies for her "*La guarda 

intacta, che que te crees'" (162). The double meaning of 

Berenice's utterance is clear: Gui is the guardian Norin's 

innocence and virginity, but the reader (like Norin) knows 

his motives to be impure. 

The scene culminates with the girls' violation of 

Norin's bedroom, which is meant to put the reader in mind of 

a detention and ensuing torture session: "arrastrem, a Norin 

al dormitorio. Abren los cajones de la comoda, tiran la ropa 

al suelo [...] 'Confesa, mas vale que confieses, porque si no 

la vas a pasar mal. ' [...] 'Contesta, perra: £Crees en Dios?'" 

(165-6) . They proceed to search for "incriminating 

evidence", threatening Norin with physical harm: "'Esta hija 

de puta debe haberse desembarazado de todas las cosas. Pero 

ya va a caer como todos los demas. ' " (165-6) . The dialogue 

that accompanies the physical attack mimics the irrational 

discourse of the torturer. 

At the scene's climax, Norin is left bloodied and sick. 

She has, in essence been tortured, and is a victim worthy of 

the writings of Sade: "Norin cae de bruces sobre su propio 

vomito. Quiere escapar [...] Su garganta se queda sin voz. Los 

pies no le responden. Es el terror. El terror. El terror" 

(167) . Norin's nightmarish revery ends there, but the terror 

now intrudes into her waking life. She abruptly runs to 

guard Gui' s bedroom from the girls, so that they cannot 
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discover her biggest secret: Gui's involvement in the Dirty 

War. The scene she has imagined, with Susana and Berenice as 

her tormenters, is what Norin now consciously suspects or 

fears -knows?- her father to be involved in. The fantasy is 

really about "percepticide", the obligatory blinding of the 

populace that constitutes the imposition of innocence. The 

fact that Norin's s\ibconscious produces this fantasy shows 

that on some level she is aware of what is happening, just 

as the Argentine public cannot help but be aware of that 

they live in a war zone. The scene clearly evokes the fear 

that at any moment, without warning, the carefully 

cultivated veneer of normality will be ruptured, and the 

individual will be forced to confront the horrors of 

Argentine political reality. 

It has been shown that Gavensky's narrative foregrounds 

the domination of the category of the feminine in the 

authoritarian contexts of the patriarchy and the Proceso. 

Gavensky's framing of the Proceso in terms of the central 

metaphor of "seduction" - Maida's seduction by Guillermo, 

the seduction of the populace by authoritarianism - is, 

however, problematic. Whether the novel ultimately succeeds 

in subverting the misogynist cultural paradigm, as suggested 

by the strategic intertextuality employed, or merely 

reproduces these models, hinges on the effectiveness of the 

discursive strategy of double-voiced narration. 
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The author seems aware of the dangers inherent in 

reliance on sexual transgression (such as rape cuid incest) 

to represent the political, and addresses them directly in 

the text. Martin, declaring that "antes de abandonar mi piel 

de autor, antes de volverme padre y madre de mi mismo quiero 

hacer algiinas acotaciones sobre este nuevo personaje", a 

clear allusion to the gendered narrative voice, critiques 

the premises of the text and his role in its creation: 

. . .Martin resulto ser un tipo muy loco. Un 

argentino que venia a exiliarse a Paris y se ponia 

a escribir una novela cuya tesis era la defensa 

del incesto en vin momento de extrema represion de 

la cultura y genocidio politico era, sin duda 

alguna, un contra-revolucionario [...] Todo muy 

sospechoso para un tipo como el, que se decia "de 

izquierda" . Hasta ahi bien (mon vieux) pero esa 

defensa del erotismo hasta el extremo de mostrar 

escenas directamente pomograficas [ . . . ] era de un 

estilo muy tendencioso y hasta se diria 

subversive. (377) 

The narrator's use of the term subversive here to describe 

the depiction of "perverse" sexuality seems deliberate and 

significant; it speaks to the difficult question of 

authorial intent, albeit through the filter of the narrator. 
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A careful reading of the gendered "ventriloquism" of the 

novel thus confirms that this strategy is directed at 

destabilizing the very cultural models it would seem at 

first to embrace. The ancient stories of male domination and 

female absenting traced and retraced in Gavensky's textual 

labyrinth may seduce the reader, but the novel ultimately 

offers a way out of the leQjyrinth: the way of Ariadna. For 

Argentina, escape from repeating the horror of the Proceso 

depends on remembering the steps that led to it. 
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Imagining the New Argentine Family: 
El Dock by Matilde S^chez 

The novel El Dock, written by Matilde S^chez, narrates 

the story of a female friendship interrupted by political 

violence. The novel explores the role of memory in the 

construction amd interpretation of history - both personal 

and national - in the context of post-dictatorship 

Argentina. Sanchez's novel also looks beyond the past, 

toward what Norbert Lechner calls "the transcendent 

horizon", that is, toward a vision of a possible collective 

future. And the new family, the alternative family, is at 

the center of this vision. 

As the novel opens, the narrator (whose name we never 

learn) and her boyfriend are watching television on a hot 

summer afternoon when they witness the gruesome death of a 

woman militant during a terrorist attack on a military 

installation. The dead womein's nom de guerre, Poli, sets off 

a series of associations for the narrator, culminating in 

her realization that the dead woman was her estranged 

childhood friend. A few days later, she reluctantly agrees 

to take in the dead woman's son, Leo, until his relatives 

come to claim him. As days pass and no one inquires after 

the orphaned boy, the narrator and her Korean boyfriend Kim 

become awkward surrogate parents. The narrator then embarks 

on an investigation of her friend's past - which is also her 
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own - searching for meaning in Poli's life and the final 

choice that resulted in her death. As the story advemces 

chronologically, the first-person narration journeys 

backward in time, reviving lost memories, feelings cund 

dreams. This interrogation of the past, coupled with the 

sudden imposition of the maternal role, allows the narrator 

to engage life again after years of emotional isolation. The 

text offers a critique of the social disarticulation 

effected under dictatorship, euid proposes a new social order 

founded on egalitarian family and gender relations. 

I. Imagining the New Argentine Family 

To explain the centrality of family in the novel, we 

need only consider the role that family played in the 

authoritarian discourse of the ruling junta. The military 

government that ruled Argentina from 197 6 to 1983 

constitutued a Catholic, hierarchical, conservative and 

supremely masculine institution. The generals used gender 

ideology to justify their reign of terror, claiming that 

Communist subversives threatened, primarily, "the sacred 

institution of the family". Judith File, in her study 

"Representation of Family and Practices of Resistance 

Against Argentine Dictatorship, 1976-1983" points out that: 

The inherent contradictions in the state's 

discourse on the family allowed those who 

resisted dictatorship to appropriate and 
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reformulate this traditional family model 

to contest the dictatorship's legitimacy on 

moral grounds (vi) . 

File's investigation of testimonial literature reveals that 

the victims of state violence forged, through practices of 

resistance, new types of fcunily ties. In contrast to the 

idealized image of the traditional family proposed by the 

junta, there emerged alternative models based on shared 

experience and/or ideology; this phenomenon is reflected in 

fictional works (File cites Conversacion al sur by Marta 

Traba and La invitacion by Beatriz Guido. ) 

In El Dock:, Matilde Sanchez traces the consolidation of 

one such alternative family, achieved through the 

construction of a new identity and subjectivity linked to 

strategic motherhood and the exclusion of the masculine. 

During the dictatorship period in Argentina, there was a 

fundamental redefinition of the family centered on the 

category of madre, mother, and effected in large measure by 

the presence of the group known as the Madres de la Plaza de 

Mayo. These mothers emerged from the home, the private 

feminine space, and into the masculine public space of the 

Plaza. They appropriated the traditional symbols of 

motherhood to challenge the authoritarian patriarchal 

discourse of the junta, thus exposing the contradictions in 

official discourse on the family and the repressive practice 
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of the state. The Madres also practiced a strategic 

exclusion of the masculine, of husbands and fathers. The 

rationale was that defenseless women would not provoke state 

violence. 

In her essay "El desorden matemo: sobre El Dock by 

Matilde Sanchez", Nora Domxnguez affirms that the novel is 

"hija de las Madres de Plaza de Mayo" : the daughter of the 

Madres, in part because Matilde Sanchez edited the 

autobiography of Hebe de Bonafini, recognized as the 

principle spokesperson for the movement. Furthermore, 

Dominguez asserts that "toda representacion actual de madre 

en la Argentina no puede pensarse sino es en relacion con la 

reformulacion del imaginario matemo que (las Madres) traen" 

(263). Thus, while the Madres do not appear explicitly in 

the novel, they serve as the key subtext of the work and are 

implicitly represented by the story, especially in the 

depiction of two female characters that are "por edad, por 

generacion, hijas de las Madres" (Dominguez 263). 

The process of redefinition of the category of mother 

is reflected in the novel in the radical transformation of 

the narrator precipitated by the death of her friend Poli, 

and the presence of the orphaned Leo. The novel offers a 

definition of motherhood in which the personal and the 

political merge. The character Poli represents the 

demythification of the image of the traditional mother: the 
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pure, selfless ideal of "la perfecta casada" or "el ^gel 

del hogar". Poli is a single mother, and also a neurotic 

woman, always in search of her place in the world. She loves 

Leo, but is not completely fulfilled by him. Leo, for his 

part, does not understemd why his mother brought him into 

the world. When he poses the question to the narrator, she 

explains that "yo creo que en esos afios un hi jo era la forma 

de demostrar en terminos personales que el miindo habia 

cambiado, y que una mujer podia hacer con su vida lo que le 

viniera la gana. Era una forma de refutar la Historia* 

(114). Being a single mother for this generation was a 

political act, an affirmation of a woman's independence. 

Poli defied the norm not only in life but also in the 

manner of her death. Like the Madres who walked in circles 

around the Plaza de Mayo, Poli dies in a masculine, public 

space, engaging in political activism, and is thus seen as a 

woman who is fuera de lugar - out of place. The assault is 

transmitted on television, and the commentary focuses on her 

gender: "(E)l cuerpo de una mujer alii, una presencia 

anormal y completamente discordante en el mundo masculino 

del destacamento, incluso en la sociedad ideal de posibles 

rebeldes y atacantes de destacamentos" (14). Despite the 

fact that women were participants in armed movements, their 

presence is shocking. 
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When the narrator becomes a stibstitute mother to Leo, 

she also challenges the traditional definition of mother. 

For example, when she is contacted about the boy, she 

resists involvement, saying "Yo no entiendo de niflos* (I 

don't know anything about kids") . At the beginning she is 

content to allow her Korean lover Kim's masculine presence 

to help establish a superficial relationship with Leo (they 

communicate through the masculine pursuit of futbol, from 

which she feels excluded). Over and over, the narrator calls 

our attention to the artificial nature of the trio, which 

she refers to as "mi pequefia familia parodica" (241) . She 

ultimately rejects the simulacrum of the traditional family. 

What is needed in order to construct a true family is 

the recuperation of the past, and commitment to the future. 

The presence of Leo, and his need to understand his mother's 

death, compel the narrator to question the past - Poli's, 

which is also her own. In addition to being close friends in 

their youth, both girls used the nickname Poli. Thus, 

several critics read the novel as a combination of biography 

and autobiography. Monica L. Bueno describe the narrator and 

Poli as "alter egos", two extremes. "Poli es el compromise 

continue con el mundo, el riesgo y la frustracion, en 

definitiva, el intento" while the narrator is "independencia 

por una desconexion frente al mundo" (73). Motherhood 

becomes the key point of contact that makes possible the 
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restoration of lost female solidarity between the two women, 

as the narrator reintegrates her lost sxibjectivity and 

capacity for idealism. 

II. Maternity and Militancy 

The interpretation of Poli's life is elusive, it calls 

for an intuitive rather than intellectual explanation. There 

is no one clear answer, the inherent ambiguity of Poli's 

remains unresolved. In contrast, the instinctive aspects of 

motherhood produce unambiguous, unmediated meaning. As Marta 

Morello-Frosch observes "It is memory that allows for the 

creation or conception of new models among simulacrxm\ and 

parodies of the nuclear family."^ (204) The simple act of 

tucking Leo in for example: 

Me acerque a el y lo arrope, como supongo que 

hacia su madre y como habran hecho todas las 

madres desde que el mundo es mundo, incluso mucho 

antes de que el mundo fuera tal como hoy lo 

concebimos [...] Todas las madres, pense, no 

importa la forma del mundo, los han arropado asi 

[ . . . ] Y yo ahora [ . . . ] repetia sus gestos y su 

expresion, y todo lo que yo hacxa tenia un sentido 

que podia entender cualquiera, precisamente porque 

' Marta Morello-Frosch. "Las tretas de ia memoria: Libertad Demitrdpolos. Reina Roffe y Matilde 
Sanchez." 204. Memoria colectiva v Doli'ticas de oividn: Arj^entina v Uruyuav. 1970-1990. Ed. Adriana J. 
Bergero and Fernando Reati. Beatriz Vitcrbo Editora. 1997. 187-208. 
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el gesto era inmemorial [. . . ] Sencillamente, mi 

accion existia para alguien (258-259) . 

At that moment, the child Leo says "Hasta mafleuia, Poli", 

significantly, confusing the narrator with his mother. 

The consolidation of the new maternal identity depends 

on the self-identification with Poli's attitude, not only 

with replacing her as Leo's guardian. Since Leo's arrival 

the narrator declares that 

Leo me convertia en una persona profunda y 

ese compromiso me resultaba extraflo. Habia 

abandonado la deriva por las superficies, de un 

dia al siguiente, de una persona a otra [...] Leo, 

su mera presencia, me obligaba a rendir examen. El 

tiempo ya no se parecia a un viaje. Los viajes 

habian terminado y comenzaba la epoca de residir. 

(269) 

The autobiographical investigation thus ends, without 

resolution of the enigmas of Poli's life and death, but with 

meaning instead restored to the narrator's life. We note 

that it is a case of inversion of roles, between Poli and 

the narrator, but also between the mother and child. 

With this redefinition of the role of mother, what 

happens to the role of father? In a word: it disappears. The 

strategic exclusion of men that the Madres of the Plaza de 

Mayo practiced as a means of preventing violent 
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confrontations may also reflect the usurpation of paternal 

authority by the military state. If the traditional function 

of the father was to defend his family, not having been able 

to protect their children from state violence represented 

failure for many fathers. The assault on the paternal figure 

and the resultant sense of impotence euid sheune are frequent 

themes in testimonial literature. The comments of Scuitiago 

Mellibovsky, whose daughter was disappeared, are suggestive: 

"Why the Mothers were so brave and the fathers so cowardly? 

[...] (M)any fathers have died, committed suicide. Fathers 

are pathetic, you see. The violence we feel toward the 

guilty ones we turn on ourselves" (Feitlowitz 94) . Men, 

socialized to react to every challenge with anger and 

violence, found it difficult to formulate alternative 

responses to the violation of the family. They tended to 

internalize their rage and grief, while it was more 

acceptable for women to express emotions. Men also lacked 

access to the symbolic vocabulary that was so important to 

the women's human rights activities. Fathers were thus 

trapped in the rigidity of the performance of maleness. 

There was, then, on the symbolic level, an inversion in 

the power relations between father and mother in this 

historical moment, linked to the success of the Madres 

movement. This inversion is reflected in Sanchez's novel in 

the ancillary nature of the masculine characters. The 
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exclusion of the father figure from the female imaginary is 

a striking element in the text. As Nora Dominguez observes, 

"Todo alrededor del padre es ausente o confuso, finalmente 

eliminado" (266) . The exclusion of the masculine is first 

illustrated by the absence of Leo's biological father from 

the story. When Leo asks eUoout him, the narrator says only 

that he was not a bad man but "simplemente era alguien con 

quien nunca se pudo contar" (113-4) ; privately she thinks 

"Lo cierto es que ese hombre nunca se ocupo de Leo. Lc habia 

engendrado con la despreocupacion con que se compran un ramo 

de flores o una caja de bonbones" (112-3) . The function of 

the father is reduced to the physical act of propagation and 

his presence in the family is superfluous. 

Something similar happens in the depiction of Kim, the 

narrator's lover. As a foreigner with a temporary work 

contract, and Asian, Kim is a marginal being in Argentine 

society and in the narrator's life. His otherness, the lack 

of a common past (history) or possible future suit the 

narrator's need for emotional distance before the arrival of 

Leo. The same exile of that occurred with Leo's biological 

father occurs with Kim. Kim's eventual banishment from the 

family circle is foreshadowed early on when the narrator 

dreams that she, Leo and Kim are swimming together, when Kim 

suddenly disappears. She and Leo accept Kim's disappearance: 

"no nos alarmaba, sino que nos parecia por completo 
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natural". Furthermore, when she tells Kim about the dreemn, 

he seems to accept his exclusion too: "su xinica reaccion fue 

preguntar si el tiempo en que se cuentan los sueflos es 

siempre el pasado imperfect©" (87) , 

When the narrator commits herself completely to Leo, 

she does so knowing that it implies the end of her affair: 

"Kim me estorbaba cuando estaba con Leo. Y Leo me estorbaba 

cuando estaba con Kim. Uno de los dos debia irse. Y no 

resultaba dificil adivinar quien" (270) . The incompatibility 

of the romantic relationship and the maternal role derives 

from the contrast in emotional depth each calls for. Kim, 

the loner, was a companion in alienation, while Leo is the 

catalyst for his adoptive mother's emotional rebirth. 

En pocas palabras, nunca habia querido tener un 

hi jo. Pero seguramente, ahora que lo pensaba, lo 

que nunca habia sentido era la necesidad de tener 

una familia. Un hi jo representaba la coronacion de 

un matrimonio [. . . ] Yo no habia querido deberle 

nada a un hombre, digamos, mas alia de la 

fecundacion, de esa fatalidad biologica. No queria 

consejos, no queria compartir las decisiones ni 

las responsabilidades con ese dador biologico. 

Habria aceptado ser madre hasta las ultimas 

consecuencias, a condicion de que el padre 

desapareciera de inmediato (269-270). 
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The narrator here insists on a clear distinction between 

being a mother cuid being a wife. Marriage is unacceptable in 

the narrator's view because it sxibjugates a woman to her 

husband. The new definition of feunily depends on three 

conditions: the rejection of the primacy of the male/female 

union as the building block for the family unit; the 

rejection of paternal (patriarchal) authority over the 

fundamental mother/child relationship; and restriction of 

the role of the father to the biologic function. 

Temporary, strategic exclusion of the father figure was 

practiced by women's groups throughout the Southern Cone 

during the dictatorships of the 1970's and 1980's. In order 

to have an impact, mothers first had to free themselves from 

their subservient role in the traditional family. In the 

process, they reinvented motherhood. Similarly, the narrator 

of El Dock finds that freedom from the conventional norms of 

marriage and family is a necessary condition for personal 

reinvention through a conscious commitment to revolutionary, 

feminist maternity. 

The narrator is not the only character who experiences 

a transformation in the course of the narrative. Leo's 

emotional recovery parallels that of the narrator. His 

character represents the generation of Argentine children 

traumatized by state terror. Research into the effects of 

state terror on the children of murdered parents has found 
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that most developed dysfxmctional coping mechanisms. One 

study identified the repression of grief (sometimes for 

years), preoccupation with family safety, and intense fear, 

often manifested in irrational phobias, as common coping 

behaviors in children. (Salimovich et.al. 84-85) These 

tendencies toward denial and displacement are inscribed in 

the text. For example, Leo cries out in his sleep but never 

admits to nightmares or grief. The narrator notes that "Si 

habia llamado a Poli, luego sostenia, francamente molesto 

por mis preguntas: 'No sofie con mi madre' o incluso 'Nunca 

en la vida sueno con mi madre.'" (217) . He claims not to 

care what is done with his mother's body although he does 

ask what was her exact cause of death, so as to be able to 

answer his classmates when they ask him about it. Leo's 

displaced fear is channeled into a fascination with 

astronomy ("Solo me intereso por los cuerpos celestes" he 

declares [93]), and in particular his obsession with the 

inevitable end of the world due to the cooling of the sun. 

His fascination with the concept of cosmic time - with the 

fact that the stars that illuminate the night sky may 

already be dead - stands as an elegant metaphor for history 

as the survival of the past in the present. 

Eventually, Leo is forced by the narrator's insistent 

questioning, and her attempts interpret Poll's life, to 

confront his feelings of loss. When they discover that they 
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have tmwittingly brought Poll's ashes with them to Solxs, 

Leo declares that they must scatter them in the Arboretum. 

There, he weeps openly for the first time. Leo's 

reconciliation with Poli is also seen when he finds her 

necklace - a St. Christopher's medal passed down from her 

father - among her remains, and he puts it on, thus assuming 

the family legacy (255). 

Like the narrator (who declares "sabxa bien que (yo) no 

era propietaria de la verdad de Poli" [286]), Leo ultimately 

acknowledges the futility of their search for a certain 

answer to their questions about his mothers motives for 

participation in the attack on El Dock. This is illustrated 

by his invention a false explanation for her involvement in 

the attack. He tells the narrator his mother had a love 

affair with a religious extremist and guerrilla leader named 

"el Capitan", only to retract the story. He explains that he 

made it up so that the narrator would stop searching for 

"the truth": "Era triste pero no guardaba ninguna verdad 

recondita de Poli [...] Los infimos detalles inasibles (sic) 

de su madre, bueno, se le habian escapado" (293. Finally, 

the narrator realizes that she wants to talk to Leo not 

about his mother's weaknesses, or her death, but about the 

warmth and companionship that Poli exuded: 

"la mejor parte de Poli [...] esa extrana nocion 

de hogar y compafiia que yo asociaba con su 
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recuerdo [. ..] Y qpaeria decirle que esa sensacion 

de hogar, la idea de una familia que ha dejado de 

pertencernos y a la que quisieramos volver, aiin 

sabiendo que buscariamos escapar de ella 

inmediatamente, era mucho mas real que su muerte 

(182) 

This comparison of Poli's friendship to a familial bond 

anticipates the new definition of family constructed in the 

novel. 

And what of this new, matriarchal family? Leo, being 

raised without a father figure, represents the possible 

future of Argentine masculinity. With the final scene, where 

Leo is shown cooking and caring for the narrator, the text 

proposes a new, more flexible definition of masculinity. 

Growing up in an era when mothers have emerged as power 

figures, sometimes even eclipsing fathers, may allow young 

men to be socialized in such a way that nurturing and 

solidarity are valued as male attributes, rather than 

competition and aggression. This, in turn, would provide a 

the basis for more egalitarian relationships in the family, 

and in society in general. The implications of such a 

paradigm shift would be nothing short of revolutionary. 

Ill.Sickness, Subversion and the Social Body: The Illness 
Trope 

The political subtext of El Dock is made evident by the 

emplotted reference to an historical event: the 1989 assault 
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on La Tablada, motivated by fear of a military coup.^ The 

fictionalization of this guerrilla attack grounds the novel 

in a specific historical moment: the difficult, uncertain 

period of transition to democracy in Argentina. As Monica L. 

Bueno observes, the simultaneous transmission of the assault 

clearly represents the intrusion of political violence into 

the private space of the home (74) . S^chez also employs 

allegorical techniques to suggest the insidious penetration 

of the political into the most private of spaces, the female 

body and psyche. The principle allegory in El Dock is the 

illness trope, introduced in the early pages and sustained 

through the closing scenes of the novel. The narrator's 

mysterious physical illness is discussed often, but always 

in cryptic terms : 

En rigor, yo me encontraba en el principio de la 

enfermedad, la enfermedad y yo habiamos convivido 

ya algun tiempo. El mal, mi mal--una dolencia 

peligrosa porque nunca presentaba sintomas hasta 

que se convirtia en demasiado grave-- iba a ser 

interrumpido en la manana siguiente. Una 

intejTvencion sencilla e indolora, con una 

anestesia breve [ . . . ] pondria fin a todas las 

preocupaciones. (18) 

* Monica L. Bueno. "El Dock de Matilde Sdnchez: la escritura femenina y la rccupcraci6n del relato", p. 74. 
n.2. Confluencia: Revista Hisoanica de Cultura v Literatura 11/2:66-75, Spring 1996. 
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Because it remains vmnamed, her illness fxinctions as a 

question mark, a polysemic metaphor that alludes to both 

private/personal and public/political dis-ease. The illness 

trope evokes and subverts the military's metaphors of the 

embattled body politic, while at the samie time illness is 

symbolic and syn^tomatic of the social response to 

repression. 

During the Proceso years, the concept of "illness" 

acquired a special meaning in the collective memory of 

Argentines, linked to the military's description of 

subversion as an infectious disease that threatened the 

social body.^ Patricia Weiss Fagen notes that during the 

Dirty War "The image of the state as a human body suffering 

from the infection of subversion came to permeate the public 

statements made by Southern Cone leaders" (45) . Weiss Fagen 

points out that the military relied on the comparison of 

Marxist ideology to a dangerous contagion in order to to 

justify extreme "preventative measures" of repression: 

The theme of war was merged into the theme of 

illness, and the enemy came to be portrayed as a 

cancer to be surgically extracted and destroyed in 

Both Patricia Weiss Fagen and Marguerite Feitlowitz cite the following as an example of the junta's 
rhetoric. The speaker. Rear Admiral Cesar A. Guzzetti, was quoted in IM Opinion on October 3. 1976: 

'The social body of the country is contaminated by an illness that corrodes its entrails and forms 
antibodies that should not be thought of in the same way as [the original] microbe. As the government 
controls and destroys the guerrilla, the action of the antibody will disappear...This is just the natural reaction 
of a sick body" (Feitlowitz. 33). 
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order to restore social health [. . .] The language 

of illness combined well with the concept of 

contcimination—those not directly part of the 

sickness might nonetheless be exposed to and 

become contaminated by its content (44). 

These medical analogies worked as convenient euphemisms for 

the Dirty War. Clinical language allowed the junta to 

conceal the tortured or dead bodies of individual victims of 

political violence behind the image of the besieged social 

body. 

Having proven so effective as a rhetorical defense of 

state repression, the medical analogies were inevitably 

adapted to the sites where the most extreme forms of 

repression were carried out; in the prison camps where the 

disappeared were held, language served to obscure and 

rationalize the practice of torture. As Marguerite 

Feitlowitz notes, "(Danguage as it was used in the camips 

was a form of torture.[...] It is no accident that official 

'germ theories' concerning 'subversion' yielded a host of 

tortures bearing medical names" (50). Feitlowitz goes on to 

list the very specialized, coded vocabulary, the "lexicon of 

terror" used by the military and political prisoners. Many 

of these medical term that in the context of the prison 

camps acquired new, ironic meanings. For example, the word 

guirofano, operating theater, came to signify a torture 
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chaiTtber; both tratamiento, treatment, euid terapia intensiva, 

intensive therapy, meant torture. Also, there were medical 

nicknames for concentxation cair^j personnel, i.e.. The 

Doctor, and Mengele, after the infamous Nazi who performed 

medical experiments on Jewish prisoners (Feitlowitz 57-60). 

In the period following the Proceso, these terms became 

well-known and entered into the general vernacular. 

Therefore, the "prepared" Argentine reader encounters in El 

Dock obvious textual clues that invite an allegorical 

reading of illness. The narrator's disease - symptomless, 

yet potentially lethal, and curable by a "painless 

intervention" - mimics the military cuialogies of subversion 

as a cancerous growth destroying the nation from within. The 

narrator's description of her operation plays on the Junta's 

metaphors of ideological "contamination": 

fui trasladada^ en un Camilla angosta hasta un 

pasillo desnudo [...] vi reflejado mi cuerpo 

cubierto con una enorme tela verde, que evocaba 

los uniformes militares. Ropa esteril, no habia en 

ella el menor rastro de un microorganismo, un 

germen, un atacante invisible, solapado, que 

pudiera ponerme en peligro. (24-25) 

•* According to Feitlowilz, the vers trasladar the noun trasladado/a, literally "to transfer" and "transferred" 
took on the coded meaning of "to take prisoners away to be killed", p. 52. 
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Furthermore, the narrator's description of her fragile 

health emphasizes the permanent sense of xincertainty, 

ambivalence, cuid cingst she feels: 

La enfermedad podia avanzar o retroceder, incluso 

podia perpetuarse en ese uinbral de riesgo mientras 

yo pasaba de un lugar a otro, de un estadio a 

otro, de la salud al mal, sin intervenir o, mejor, 

interviniendo a vma escala tan infima que no podia 

considerarse seriamente un restablecimiento. (32) 

This is a perfect description of the state of instability 

and perpetual fear experienced in civil society during the 

period of redemocratization, when the threat of a return to 

military rule haunted the nation. Fear of a military coup, 

prompted by pressure to release the few military officers 

convicted of hioman rights abuses, motivated the assault on 

the La Tablada barracks by the extremist group Movimiento 

Todos por la Patria., MTP. The convergence of the attack and 

the narrator's operation thus suggests an allegorical 

reading of the passage cited above. 

The narrator's illness also functions as a vehicle to 

examine the two women's distinct responses to life. It is 

only because the narrator is scheduled for surgery that she 

and Kim are at home to witness the television news coverage 

of Poll's death. The narrator appreciates the role of chance 

in this episode, and furthermore attributes the strong 
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emotional impact Poli's death has on her to the heightened 

emotional state brought on by her illness: 

La enfermedad indudablemente me ponia en un estado 

reflexivo, me daba la ocasion de detenerme en la 

desaparicion de Poli. De no encontrarme asi, 

quebrantada, no en mi aptitud fisica sino en mi 

velocidad de reaccion, la horrible muerte de Poli 

se habria diluido en las preoccupaciones 

cotidianas. (32) 

This "reflective state" induced by her illness results 

in a new level of self-awareness for the narrator. After her 

diagnosis, she suddenly becomes conscious of the loneliness 

and isolation which she previously was able to deny. She 

chooses to remain emotionally detached, rejecting 

reassurance. First she quarrels with Kim, who, although he 

is a doctor, chooses to leave her alone on her first night 

home after surgery ("discutimos por alguna tonteria y Kim se 

retiro" 27) , then by refusing to answer the telephone so as 

not to talk with friends who are calling to inquire about 

her health. This pattern of emotional distancing is 

interrupted by the death of Poli; which becomes inseparable 

from her illness in the mind of the narrator: 

no sentia soledad porque ni siquiera podia admitir 

que estaba sola. No concebia otra forma de vivir 

de todos modos. Al menos hasta que recibi el 



informe del laboratorio, donde me informaba que 

estaba enferma. O quiza todo cainbio cuaundo vi a 

Poli muriendose en el Dock (ocurre que ambas cosas 

fueron casi coincidentes) . Es decir, cuemdo supe 

en que infiemo se habia metido Poli y hasta que 

pvinto --aunque esto no podia adivinarlo entonces--

su eleccion me alcanzaba. (37-3 8) 

The ongoing contrast between the two women's vital attitudes 

structures the novel. The narrator's investigation of Poli's 

life and death puts her in touch with her lost self. 

Poli's compromiso contlnuo is linked inextricably to 

her decision to become a mother. The election of maternity 

is presented in the text as emblematic of Poli's positive 

engagement of life, in contrast to the narrator's choice of 

a sterile existence. This is evident in the following quote, 

v/here the narrator compares her own operation with the 

emergency Caesarian section by which Leo was delivered: 

Y ahora, cuando lo pensaba, la operacion de Poli 

no se presentaba como un avatar simetrico al mio, 

sino como su opuesto perfecto. Mi operacion habia 

sido indolora pero completamente en vano. Mis 

sufrimientos, de indole emocional mas que fisica, 

no habian tenido la menor recompensa, mientras 

Poli habia padecido para obtener algo. Al otro 
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extreme del tunel de la anestesia, algo nuevo la 

esperaba. (116) 

Once again, the narrator identifies her real illness with 

her state of anomie, or social disconnection, which cannot 

be cured by outside intervention. She laments this fact, 

wondering if "(L)os medicos, que decian haberme curado de 

esa peligrosa enfermedad [. . .] ipodrian curar la tristeza 

anodina que me habia dejado la muerte de Poli?" (90) . While 

the narrator perceives her suffering to be solitary and 

stagnant, "la prolongacion superficial de un mismo estado 

invariable, la mera elision de un lapso de tiempo" (116), 

she views Poli's suffering as focused and productive. 

Motherhood constitutes for the narrator a uniquely feminine 

expression of the supreme values of courage, commitment, and 

social connection. Not surprisingly, these were precisely 

the same values that the junta most urgently aimed to 

repress by eliminating all social organizations - except the 

family. Hence, motherhood became one of the fev/ avenues 

available to exercise some degree of social freedom. This 

opening was what the Madres movement exploited so 

effectively. It likewise becomes the narrator's path tov/ard 

recovery of her subjectivity. 

By the end of the novel, the narrator has, reluctantly, 

and after much soul-searching, decided to break the pattern 

of self-isolation by taking on the maternal role. Although 
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she mourns the illusory loss of her independence, she finds 

an unexpected reward: the reemergence of her long silenced 

voice. The trope of illness is revisited, as the narrator's 

confinement to bed with a cold provides the circumstances 

for this (re)discovery: 

gritaba a Leo [. . . ] con una rara sensacion de 

euforia y novedad, al descubrir que podia gritar, 

a pesar de mi desvalimiento fisico, paro sobre 

todo a pesar de baber hablado en voz tan baja 

duremte los ultixnos afios. (297-298, emphasis 

added) 

While the text depicts the rediscovery of the uncensored 

voice in literal terms, it obviously symbolizes feminine 

resistance to authoritarian and patriarchal silencing. With 

regard to the former. Marguerite Feitlowitz has noted that 

"(I)n the lexicon of the juntas, 'silence' was loftier than 

'health'. Its value approached the sacramental" (34). 

Eventually state censorship becomes automatic self-

censorship. Regarding female silencing in patriarchal 

society, Susan Sniader Lanser points out that although 

"coming to voice" has become a universal symbol for the 

contestatory responses of marginalized communities to the 

exclusionary discourses used to subjugate them, feminists in 

particular have embraced the term. She affirms that "for the 

collectively and personally silenced the term (voice) has 
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become a trope of identity and power: as Luce Irigaray 

suggests, to find a voice (voix) is to find a way (voie)' 

(3). The narrator's "way out" of isolation in the "perpetual 

present" is the egalitaricin, reciprocal bond with Leo, 

forged in the Utopian space of his maternal grandparent's 

beach home in Uruguay, and aptly symbolized by their verbal 

communication. 

The relationship between the narrator's physical cind 

emotional health undergoes a complete inversion during the 

course of the narrative. At the outset, the narrator's 

physical illness is easily cured by external forces, yet her 

psychic suffering only intensifies. By the end of the novel, 

illness loses its original symbolic connotations, as 

recovery replaces illness as the central theme. The narrator 

has experienced an emotional healing, and this is reflected 

in her new way of dealing with being sick and vulnerable. 

Her physical weakness becomes the pretext for depiction of 

Leo's willingness to tend to her, and her willingness to be 

let him do so. This is in sharp contrast to the narrator's 

self-imposed isolation after her operation, when even the 

person closest to her was denied a caretaker role. In the 

final analysis, the narrator's physical illness offers 

adoptive mother and son the opportunity to demonstrate, to 

themselves and to each other, the authenticity of their 

relationship. 
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In conclusion, the metaphor of illness xindergoes a 

revalorization in S^chez' s novel. Sanchez opposes the 

junta's germ theory of siabversion with a new model, in which 

the narrator's delicate health - physical and psychological 

- is symbolic of the precarious state of democracy in post-

Proceso Argentina. Her symptoms are intended to be 

illustrative of the negative effects of such a political 

climate on society. During the Proceso, the definition of 

health was distorted, as Feitlowitz observes "(T)he 

attributes we normally associate with health--clarity, 

vigor, independence--no longer applied. Health came to mean 

'proper social adaptation' , that is, conformity, passivity, 

compliance [...]" (33-34). This definition is rejected in 

the novel, and resignation, apathy and disconnection are 

identified as the real "enemies within". Illness is equated 

with the unhealthy cosmovision developed as a coping 

strategy by those living under dictatorship (or the threat 

of dictatorship). Sanchez signals that recovery is possible 

when voice, memory and solidarity are reclaimed. 
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CONCLUSION 

Argentine author Luisa Valenzuela has affirmed that in 

Argentina, the past is always in contention. The country's 

endemic political instability and concomitant power 

struggles are translated into endless historical 

revisionism. Says Valenzuela: "It is a question of memory. 

In my country there is always somebody trying to erase 

something [...] Politicians in power want to start with a 

clean slate, a clean past, even if that past doesn't 

concern them directly" (92). The result, says Valenzuela, 

is a tendency toward repetition of the same mistakes, the 

same cycle of intransigence and violence. In her words, 

"the role of memory is crucial. How often do we fall prey 

to the same yearning?" ("Breathe" 92) The "nationalized 

amnesia" that Valenzuela alludes to reached an apex during 

the Proceso campaign of disinformation, and continued by 

civilian leaders who wished to distance themselves from the 

past. The consequences of this policy were especially 

damaging to the vanquished, those whom the Proceso leaders 

sought to "disappear"; first physically, through 

imprisonment or death, then symbolically, from the 

collective memory. 
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In the aftermath of the Proceso, the task of 

reconstructing national reality, identity and history 

became paramount in the arts as well as the social 

sciences. Within the intellectual project of cultural 

redemocratization, literature emerged as a primary field of 

interrogation and recovery of the past. Argentine authors 

write against the crisis of memory, documenting the effects 

of repression on society, and restoring the disappeared to 

the social imaginary. The Argentine women writers studied 

here, Edna Pozzi, Martha Gavensky, and Matilde Sanchez, 

engage in the general critique of authoritarianism and 

cultural dictatorship undertaken by Argentine intellectuals 

in the post-Proceso period, but do so from a position of 

feminine specificity and difference. 

The importance of women writers' participation in the 

reconfiguring of Argentine history is inestimable. As 

historian Joan Wallach Scott points out, historical 

discourses are crucial in the creation and transformation 

of gender constructs, and consequently of concepts of power 

relations expressed through the category of gender: 

History figures [...j not exclusively as the record 

of changes in the social organization of the 

sexes but also crucially as a participant in the 

production of knowledge about sexual difference. 
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I assume that history's representations of the 

past help construct gender for the future (2). 

The same may be said to be true of the literature of the 

Proceso, which fulfills an historical fxinction previously 

reserved for "objective* historiography. By restoring the 

"disappeared" feminine voice to the cultural record, these 

writers contest not only authoritarian theory and practice, 

but also the masculinist literary and historic tradition. 

Structured as investigations of feminine absence, the 

novels of Edna Pozzi, Martha Gavensky and Matilde Sanchez 

contribute to the ongoing dialogue with "official" his

tory, which has systematically "absenced" the feminine or 

feminized. 

The Proceso produced a crisis of representation in 

Argentine literature, prompting two major discursive shifts 

in post-Proceso narrative, signaled by Beatriz Sarlo: 

writers tend to reject mimesis in favor of allegorical or 

"coded" narratives, and to experiment with discursive 

fragmentation. The postmodern sensibility also contributed 

to extensive textual innovations, such as experimentation 

with non-linear narration, use of a decentered or multiple 

subject, rejection of totalizing visions, emphasis on 

partial or contradictory versions of the truth, and defense 

of difference. At the same time, literature acquired the 
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mantle of history, official discourses having been tainted 

by association with monolithic authoritaricuiism. 

Out of the crisis of representation came more flexible 

concepts of political and historical narrative. Women 

writers have been extremely adept in the application of 

these textual innovations. The novelists studied here 

exploit the thematic conventions and contestatory 

possibilities of the novel of dictatorship to expose the 

commonalties between patriarchal and authoritarian 

oppression. As Mary Beth Tiemey-Tello observes "(T)he 

authoritarian context [...] marks a place where genderic and 

political oppressions are most acute, most intertwined, and 

most mutually supporting" (219). These feminist novels of 

dictatorship thus work to reveal what Tierney-Tello 

characterizes as "the complex, primarily metonymic 

relationship between sexuality and politics" (219). These 

innovative texts also expand the traditional notions of 

both "women's writing" and the genre of the novel of 

dictatorship. 

All three of the novels studied are centered on absent 

(deceased) female characters. All three narratives are 

concerned primarily with feminine absence within 

patriarchal society. This absence is represented, most 

obviously, by the physical absence of the female 
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characters: each text alludes to the destruction or 

disappearance of female bodies as a result of political 

violence. More conplex are the references to more subtle 

forms of feminine edasence stemming from the subordination 

of feminine discourse within the dominant masculinist 

discursive field. The authors considered here necessarily 

write against their subaltern status; all three texts 

question the relationship of women to language and culture. 

Edna Pozzi, in El lento rostro de la inocencia. 

(con)textualizes the issue of women's exclusion from 

authorship and authority from the position of the silenced, 

excluded or appropriated feminine discourse. The masculine 

desire to possess the female body is mirrored on the 

abstract level by the competition among male rivals for 

final interpretive authority of the dead Ana's life. 

Through the novel's re-centering of the marginalized 

discourses of the female characters (Ana, the bourgeois 

woman, and Bernarda, the working-class woman), Pozzi 

affirms multiple feminine voices. 

Martha Gavensky also focuses on the problematic 

relationship of the female author to the masculinist 

cultural field. The principle strategy evident in Martin, o 

el Juego de la Oca is "ventriloquism", or the tactical 

deployment of a male narrative voice. Gavensky 
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incorporates intertextual references to question the 

misogynist basis of male-authored representations of gender 

and power relations. The novel also undertakes the 

resemantization of mythical arquetypes, most notably 

Ariadna, symbol of the feminine voice behind the male 

narrator, who controls the essential "thread" of the 

narration. 

Matilde S^chez' s novel El Dock implicitly addresses 

the issue of feminine access to textual authority by 

proposing orality as a valid alternative to traditional 

written modes of historical discourse. The female narrator 

reconstructs her friend Poli's and her own life stories 

through the open, unstructured verbal forms of memory and 

dialogue. Free from the constraints of androcentric 

literary convention (and from the presence of 

masculine/paternal authority), she recovers her authentic 

voice in the process. Thus, all three works authorize a 

specifically feminine contestatory discourse. 

All three of the novels analyzed critique 

authoritarianism in the context of the Proceso and the 

aftermath. Significantly, all situate the origins of 

authoritarianism in the patriarchal family. Edna Pozzi and 

Martha Gavensky condemn patriarchy by condemning the 

patriarch; both writers construct allegories of sexual 
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transgression (incest) that lay bare the role of Oedipal 

fixation in the perpetuation of an authoritarian sexual 

economy. Pozzi's critique of patriarchal Argentine social 

institutions start with the family, but ultimately 

encompasses the estancia system, the Church, the military, 

and the discipline of psychiatry, all of which are shown to 

reproduce male privilege and power. Martha Gavensky relies 

more extensively on allegorical and intertextual techniques 

to investigate the ideology of masculinity. Like Diana 

Taylor, Gavensky's work calls into question a definition of 

maleness predicated on domination or destruction of the 

feminine/feminized Other. Her handling of the theme of 

father-daughter incest emphasizes the element of paternal 

authority over the feminine, and may be read as a metaphor 

for the project of social control exerted over the 

feminized and infantilized Argentine populace by the 

military during the Proceso. Finally, Gavensky uses 

references to works by the Marquis de Sade and Bernardo 

Bertolucci to problematize the celebration of this 

masculine ideal in the arts. 

The critique of the patriarchal family in Matilde 

Sanchez's novel is very different from that found in 

Pozzi's and Gavensky's, although here, too, paternal 

authority is implicated in gender oppression. The novel's 
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rejection of the husbamd or father figure is grounded on a 

feminist model of gender equality and female independence. 

The narrator ultimately finds eui interpretation of events 

that, while speculative euid politically ambiguous, 

validates the late Poli's female militemcy and sacrifice. 

And in choosing to become a single mother to Leo, the 

narrator legitimates Poli's choice of an unconventional, 

radical maternity. In Writing Beyond the Ending Rachel 

DuPlessis declares that "(T)o write a narrative that 

includes a future vision is, even crudely, to break with 

the reproduction of the status quo" (179) . Of the three 

works studied here, Sanchez's alone goes beyond a 

condemnation of the status quo to offer a prescriptive 

vision for the future, one grounded on a matriarchal family 

model. 

Diana Taylor sees present-day Argentina as a nation 

"suspended between the not-yet-said and the not-yet-

forgotten" (258) . There are two conflicting tendencies in 

contemporary Argentina's approach to the history of the 

Dirty War. On the one hand, we see the phenomenon of 

cathartic confession (via mass media) , on the other, the 

official "progressive" policies of forgetting (symbolized 

by the various amnesties). Taylor has characterized the 

highly publicized, if belated, admissions of wrongdoing 
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from both individuals and official representatives of the 

Argentine military in the 1990's as a "show of atonement". 

She warns that this "show and tell* may be just another in 

a endless series of political spectacles of which the 

spectator should be wary: 

I don't trust that the brutal repercussions of 

civil disputes will be "over" until the 

conceptual frameworks that "disappear" the 

feminine/feminized Other in the name of male 

bonding and community building also "disappear". 

[...] when civil conflict automatically gets played 

out as a battle to the death between the macho, 

"authentic" us and the effeminate them 

(consisting of penetrable, disposable bodies), 

then dirty wars are not far away.(257-8) 

Taylor's point is well taken. But how will these 

constructs be dismantled? The female-authored works 

analyzed in this study demonstrate one important means of 

engaging, challenging and resisting the masculinist 

paradigm of feminine absenting from political and 

historical constructs so convincingly documented by Taylor 

and others. The gendered histories inscribed in the novels 

of Edna Pozzi, Martha Gavensky and Matilde Sanchez restore 
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"disappeared" feminine voice(s) and experience(s) to the 

social imaginary. 

However, these works face another kind of feminine 

absenting: the historic exclusion of women's writing from 

the literary record. Much of the work of feminist 

scholarship has, by necessity, been devoted to 

archeological work, that is, the rescue of the previously 

"disappeared" feininine past. In the field of literary 

historiography, the works rescued often include those of 

women writers excluded from the androcentric canon as 

"secondary" or "inferior". Hence, the task of the current 

generation of feminist literary scholars is to limit the 

need for such work by the next, by resisting the tendency 

to study only well-known women authors, or those who meet 

some standard of ideological purity. It is hoped that the 

present study contributes to the field of feminist Hispanic 

scholarship by focusing critical attention on these 

important works by Edna Pozzi, Martha Gavensky and Matilde 

Sanchez. 
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